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Colleges drumming u

sup port

Resurgence
of spiri~al
films greet
.
ctnema
By Matt Fagerholm
Assistant A&E Editor

Left Students hang around the Wabash campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave .. and listen to drummers and speakers reprimand them for going to
class during the strike. Right: Students on strike try to persuade others to join them in skipping class with slogans and chants on Feb. 15.

Students strike, call
for an end to
symbolic protest
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Edttor

Despite freezing winds, dozens of
stu<leots gathered inside and oul of
the Wabash Campus Building. 623
S. WabashAve.,onFeb. ISforastudent strike against the war and the

B.usb administration.
Samantha Hamlin, a juoior cuI-

tural studies major and organizer of

the strike, said she will mi ss three
classes because of it. Hamlin said
most of the people she and other
organizers spoke with al Columb ia

supported them and agreed the
country needed a new direction, but
they felt protesting wouldn't facilitate that change.
" We are saying that the time for
that symbolic protest- where you
go to a demonstration and you
hold a sign and then go homethat's over and that 's not going to

work and that 's not what it 's going
to take to stop this war," Ham[in
said the day before the strike . ··It's
going to take more: we ' re going to
be sitting in the lobby aiming to
shut it down. "
According to a press release sent
to severa l local media outlets,
Columbia students would join students from nine other schools Feb.
15, induding University of
California-Santa
Barbara,
University of California-Berkeley
and Columbia University. The date

represented what organizers called
the largest world-wide protest to
date, held on Feb. 15, 2003. in
w hich hundreds o f cities across the
globe took part.
In the days leading up to the
strike, organizers leafleted buildings across Co lumbia 's campus
with their school-wide strike declaration that called for students to not
attend class and for teachers to cancel their classes.
Mark Lloyd, associate vice prcsiSee Protest, Page 11·

High-tech complaints in hopes of better. commutes
Riders use textmessaging f or
grievances
By Brett Marlow
Staff Writer

Thanks to grassroots community activists, commuters riding on
any of CTA's trains have a new
way of voicing their frustration
with its service via text message.
Riders can now text message
their nam e to cta[their zi p
code]@npjt.org, and a message
will be' sent on th ei r behalf to
their elect ed officials urging
them to make improving public
transit one of their priorities.
Neighbors Project, a grassroots
group comprised of individua ls
aimed at bettering urban life, is
responsible for establis hing the
new method of communicating
concerns regarding the CTA.
"If enough cr us complain to the
right people, we might finally get

a train and bus system that we're
proud to use," said the group on its
website.
'
The combination of deterioration
in CfA service, crowded trains, slow
zones and the overall commuting
experience worsening were all motivations for the project, said Rick
Maloney, a member of Neighbors
Project. But there was not one specific event that served as a catalyst.
After a commuter sends a message, Neighbors Project 's servers
then extract the sender's name ' and
zip code, and on his or her behalfforward an automatically-genernted email to the aldennan in their zip
code. the mayor and state legislators.
The group also allows use rs
to send a letter online at
www.neighborsproject.org.
The site allows users to personalize the letter or cite a certain example of their fru stration ,
Maloney said.
CTA says the most effective
way to voice a comment, positive

In this issue.
@
The offiCial student
newspaper at Columbia
College Chicago and
Chicago's South Loop

Commuters can now send text messages to their respective elected off~

cials to voice their frusteration with the CTA.
or negative , is thro ugh its customer service.
"We make sure all relevant cOmments are directed to the appropriate
erA officials, so they know what our
customers are saying," said Ibis
Antongiorgi, a CfA spokesperwn.
Neighbors Project started the

CTA idea nea rly five months ago
by passing o ut fliers at el stations across the ci ty as kin g commuters to wri te to their elected
o fficia ls. The prob lem was that
many peop le didn't know the
names of the ir elected officials.
See CTA, Page 42
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A small boy li es dying on an
operating table as the blood is
drained from hi s body. An airborne viru s has threatened to
bring about mankind 's extincti on,
and only the pure blood of a couple 's only son can lead to the cure.
The boy 's decision to give his life,
so that others may live , draws a
direct parallel to the story o f
Christ's sacrifice.
This is a crucial scene from
3:16, the acclaimed short film
written
and . produced
by
Columbia
graduate
Mike
It has recei ved
Vanderwyst.
numerous acco lades from film
fe sti val s in Georgia. Ohi o and
Colorado. was selected to play at
others in Chicago and Oklahoma.
Most recently. it was chosen as a
fi nali st at the Fylmz Festival in
Nashvi ll e. Tenn . The film has certainly struck a nerve with contemporary American aud iences. and it
'isn'r by accident.
S ince Mel G ibson's Passion oj
the Christ became a box otli ce
phenomenon worldwide. spirituali ty has started to look quite marketable for studios. Although this
winter 's Nalivity Story flopped at
the box office, possibly the result
of the film 's not-so-virgin Mary
becoming pregnant off-sc reen,
Twentieth Century Fox has decided to launch a distribution label
directly targeting a predominantly
Christian audience.
In the production notes for one
of its features , the faith-based
label Fox Faith is claiming to
"provide compe lling entertainment to the Chri stian audience as
we)) as those seeking quality,
inspirational and spiritual entertainment. " The label officia lly
came into use around early Fall
2006, though the label encompasses all spiritua lly-themed fi lms
in the Fox canon.
Two of its more memorable past
releases- the narrative feature End
of the Spear and the documentary
Beyond the Gales of Splendorboth focused on the true story of
Christian missionaries who lived
with the Waodani tribe in Ecuador.
This year Fox Faith will release
severa l diverse offerings, such as a
family drama, The Ultimate Gift; a
period piece. The Lasl Sin Eater,
and a thriller about a Se7en-sty le
serial killer aptly named Thde,
Elliot Wallach , president of
Edify Media, Inc.- which manages the pub licity for Fox Faithsaid the label has a specific audience in mind for these fil ms.
See Fox Faith, Page 29
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By Hayley Graham, Editor-in-Chlef
My friends could tell you that
I'm a competitive person- to
say the least. And what bener
competition to fight for than
one of royalty?
I've always been up for a lit·
tie challenge, but this contest is
taking my competitiveness to a
whole new level.
About seven months
ago I started boxing with
the intent to compete in
tournaments, which
seemed like it was the
biggest challenge I was
going to be up against for
a while-but apparently I
was wrong.
So when my co--worker
Chrissy brought a new
challenge to my attention,
I was in the process of
planning my victory with·
in minutes. The goal; to
become the Irish Queen
of C hicago's 2007 SI.
Patrick's Day parade.
Since the thrill Qf con·
quering others was my
initial motivation, the first
step was to find out
what it even means to be
"queen." I found out bas ica lly
the irish Queen leads the parade
downtown and is a representa·
live of Chicago's Irish
Community during her one· year
reign.
To my surprise, there weren't
too many qualifications: Of
Irish heritage? Check. Between
the ages o f 17 and 28? Check.
Never manied? And check.
At this point you're probably
wondering what else it takes to
be the Irish Queen of Chicago.
According to the parade's website, the judges look for qualities
of beauty, grace and sincerity.

And I'm sure past community
involvement is also taken into
consideration, which would
probably be my strongest point.
Immediately, I started assessing the previous winners to figure out what I needed to win.
And I'll be honest, after check-

going to wear to compete,
which eventually led to practicing the wave I would do
while leading the parade and
discussions about how to wear
.my hair with a crown on my
head- not to get ahead of
myself or anything.
Being confident is
essential to being viCIOri.o us, but it can also
make losing much
tougher.
My friend Katie often
says that I'm the most
competitive person she
knows, but she also says
I'm one of the worst at
losing.
I've been thinking
about where my competitive edge comes from
and I've always attributed my aggressive anitude to growing up with
a full-blOOded Irish,
rodeo bull-riding father.
And most of the Irish
people I know are just
about as competitive as I
Joshua Covarrublss/The Chronicle am, Katie included.
So the thought of
ing ou t the former royalty I
competing against nearly 100
became pretty confident that I
o ther Irish girls makes me wonhad the competition in the bag.
der ifI'm going see any scenes
I figured that the tiara would
straight out of Mean Girls.
look just as good on me as any
At the time of publication I
of the previous queens. So I
will have not competed yet, but
submitted the application and a
check out The Chronicle's blog
carefully crafted bio, including
at www.columbiachronicle.com
a long list of extracurricular
to find out if I'll be the reigning
activities.
Irish Queen of 2007. Since I' m
A week later I got the e-mail
a bad loser, if you don 't see a
I was anticipating, saying I
post hai ling my victory by the
had been chosen as a finalist
end of the week it's safe to
and was invited to participate
assume that I didn't win . But
there's always 2008!
in the actual competition.
Instantly, my friends and I
hgraham@chroniclemail.com
started planning what I was
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Calendar
Feb. 19·23
Mardi Gras Lunch Party
Enjoy free Cajun style food and Mardi Gras music, courtesy of
Zydeco Vacation Band. The Carnival celebration runs from noon to 3
p.m. in the Hokin Annex in the Wabash Campus Building; 623 S.
Wabash Ave., on Feb. 19.

For more info rmation, call Ana Maria SOlO at (3/2) 344-7812.

In The Mix
This Asian-American community mixer celebrates the reopening of
the office of Asian Cultural Affairs at Columbia. Students can learn
about a' new student organization while meeting new people and having fun. The mingling begins at 5 p .m . in the Hokin Annex in the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. , on Feb. 20.

For more in/ormation, call Yoonshin Park at (3/2) 344-8664.

Giclee?

"

John Cisco from Trillium Digital Imaging will discuss his experience with the fin e an method Gich~e? (pronounced "zhee-c1ay")' The
lectu re begins at 6:30 p.m. in room 203 in the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on Feb. 2 1.

For more in/ormation, call James Iannaccone at (3 12) 344-6864.

Sessions With The Tate Brothers .
Brothers Larron, Lahmard and Larenz Tate, Chicago natives, will
speak to students about their experiences in Hollywood. Students can
ask these seasoned actors questions about the industry when they come
to Columbia at noon in the Conaway Center in the 1104 Center, 1104
S. Wabash Ave .

For more in/ormation, call Kimberly Weatherly at (312) 344-7994.

In Your Opinion
What could Columbia do to be more environmentally friendly?

Come early to get a seat at the Columbia student showcase of stand-up,
improvisational and sketch comedy. Open mic comedy precedes the featured comedians, and the audience can expect to participate in the interactive show. lhis free event begins at 7 p.m. in the Hokin Annex of the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on Feb . 22.

For more information, call Sharod Smith ar (312) 344-7188.

African Market
Students can browse through vendors ' African-inspired goods at the
African market being held in conjuncture with AFRICA .DOT.COM,
an art exhibit in the Glass Curtain Gallery. The shopping begins at 10
a.m. in the Conaway Center in the 1104 Center, 1104 S . Wabash Ave.,
on Feb. 23.

For more in/ormation, call Murk Parler at (312) 344-6643.

"Promote awareness
" We could work on
around campus more . .. electricity usage and
paper waste. ..
- Austin KnJenm, sophomore
art and design major

hel sca Stein, rreshman
fi ction writing major

- Emi ly Brosious, market ·
'ng communications major

- Dylan Castle, junior
music major

CHRONICLE
If you have an upcoming event or announcement,
contact the news desk
. chronlcl••colum,.du
(312) 344-8164

When breaking news happens
We're your source for Information
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Awards abound for Columbia radio
By Sieve Yaccino
AssJstant campus NeYIS Editor

Columbia's student radi o,
WCRX-FM, won five awards this
month for creative excellence in
audio Communication, competing
against professional radio stations and advertising agencies in
the 2006 Communicator Awards

international competition.
The station submitted nine
entries and was recognized for
three public service announcements, a three-hour Katrina
relief program and a Santa rap
holiday station . promo , each
winning an award for either distinction or excellence in a competition that included more than
300 applicants from around the
world.
" When we win awards for
doing things like com"muDity
service ... that makes me even
prouder because that's some of
the stutTthat a lot of commercial
radio stations don't spend a lot
of time doing anymore," said
Cheryl Morton-Langston, director ofWCRX.
.For the last two years, the station has written its own public
service announcements. despite
the industry standard of .using
canned
and
pre-produced
national scripts.
"We wanted to speak in the
language of the station and it is
a really good assignment for our

productjon students to do ."
Morton-Langston sa id . "Not
only are they written in our language, they ' re written in the stu-'
dents' language. and it comes
out a lot better."
The three public se rvice
announcements submitted to
the competition were about 60
seconds lon g. with weeks and
even months of writing, rewrit-

ing and recording behind each
one. They focu sed on campus
and social topic s includin g suicide preventio n, smoking and
gambling.
which
Station
Supervi sor Tony Kwiecin s ki
sa id were important to the
Co lumbia community.
"Anyone can do a national
spot," he said. "We want to
make it creative, but we try to

Columbia goes green
New energy strategy
saves $1 million
'I
over,two years
By Belh Palmer
Assistant campus News Editor

Green is in. From AI Gore to
Leonardo DiCaprio and even, to
some
extent.
the
Bush
Administration, there is an increas.ing effort to offset human impact
: on' the en.vironment. Columbia's
administration is 'no exception.
Three years ago.. Columbia's
environmental consciousness consisted mainly of an infonnal paper
recycling
program.
Today.
Columbia's green, actions include
comprehensive recycling, energyefficient lighting, environmentally-friendly cleaning products;

energy-efficient architecture and
furniture manufactured at zero
impact to the environment.
"Because of these improvements we were able to cut our utility budget this year...• said Alicia
Berg, vice president of Campus
Environment.
This month. the Office of
Campus Environment, working
closelY'wifu the Office·of Business
Affairs, signed two new energy
contracts that better protect the
. environment- and the school's
money, as well as make'Columbia
a renewable energy leader among
institutions of higher education.
The savings will amount to $1
million over the next two years,
Berg said.
"The students are our customers
and I know the students are inter-

,10

ested in the environment, so it 's a
really nice way for the Office C2f
Campus Env ironment to do its
share in terms of attracting students," Berg said.
Co lwnbia purchased Renewable
Energy Credits (RECs) in wind

I

energy from Comm unity Energy,
Inc., a nonprofit wind turbine farm
developer base(l in Pennsylvania.
Each REC buys. one megawatthour of' renewable et~ctrici!y.
Colwnbia bought more .than fodr
million megawatt hours· of windgenerated energy, which is equivalent tQ 30 percent of CQLumbia's
yearly energy use, according to
data provided by Community
Energy, Inc.
"RECs are the environmental
benefit of not polluting," said
Lesle~ McCain, midwest director
13

Courtesy Community Energy, Inc.
Columbia has purthased Renewabte Energ( Qedits from Community Ene~. Inc.. which owns and operates
12 wind farms In the United States including a Bear Creek, Pa.• farm. abolle. that has 12 wind tur1lines.

make a point. Award committees
look for things cont ributin g to
the college and station you're
working for. "
Each ent ry was judged based
on a tOO-point scale of competition standards: Ent ri es awarded more than 90 points won an
Award of Excellence. whi le
projects between 80 and 90
points rec eived Awards of

Distin ct ion. Und er thi s crite ria ,
WCRX's smoki ng pub lic se rvice announcement won an
Award of Excellence, while its
ga mblin g and suicide prevention pieces received Awa rd s of
Distinction.
Jeff Frieders , a junior radi o
broadcast major, co-hosted a

,

See Awards. Page 11

iTunes infiltrates
Columbia classrooms
By Steve Yaccino
Assistant campus News Editor
"As Apple Inc. conspires to conquer the wor ld one student at a
time, the new iTunes U network
is invad ing Co lum bia classroom s
and could revo lutionize the college's approach to higher education startin g next fall, according ,
to ~
Rebecca
Courington,
rColumbia's director of the Center
for Academic Technology.
J'he network is a free Applehosted service provided to co lleges and universities that, when
implemented, will allow faculty
to share large files such as PDFs,
videos, music and podcasts with
students in their classes. Students
would be able to access the material and download it to the ir 'personal Macs or pes.
"So many students are coming
onto campus with iPods today. to
be able to leverage that for educational reasons we just thought was
a great thing and something we
could work with schools to provide," sa id Todd Wilder, a
spokesman for Apple. " It removes
barriers of time and place so that
students have access to education
content wherever they are."
The concept was piloted at severa l major institutions last year,
including Brown University,
Columbia University, Stanford
Univers ity and UC Berkeley
University, as we ll as the
University of Michigan. before it
was avai lable to a larger group of
.schools across the country and
Canada this year. Columbia was
one of the fu:st to be accepted into

its second trial phase, Courington
said.
"Anything we can do to get
inform at ion in students ' hands in
as many different formats as possible, the better," she sa id.
At Co lum bia, the system will
be embedded in OASIS to ensure
maximum privacy and security
for copyrighted material, but
would run off of Apple's server
so it won't slow down the
school's often sluggish network.
tourington said she sees
Co lumbia utiliZing the system
much differently than other
schools that use it primarily for
lectures, by providjng material
such as slides and instructional
videos before class as well·as supplemental material for after class.
Columbia's iTunes website,
iTunes.co lum.edu, will let visitors launch either a private page,
restricted to students enrolled in a
certain class, or a public page.
Both will take students into the
iTunes music store, but in stead of
buying $0.99 songs, all educa·
tional content can be downloaded
for free.
"The Apple network is just
unbelievable," sa id David Noffs,
OASIS facilitator. "The interface
itself is so much nicer than anything else out there."
As a public system, iTunes U
wi ll be access ible to anyone who
stumbles upon Columbia's website and could be used for virtual
tours of th e campus, promotional
videos, jazz band recordings or
anything else the administration
See lTunes, Page 13
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By Beth Palmer

AsoIatant campus Nows Editor
Multitasking is second nature

to coll ege students, but some
Columbia fac ul ty members are
drawing the line when students
stop getting the mos t of their education by reusing assignments.
The news reporting and writ-

ing

concentration

Journali sm

in

the

Department

has

added a "double dipping" policy
its spring 2007 syllabi.
The new rule exists mainly to

10

encourage students to communi-

cate with teachers rather than
secretly tum in similar assignments to multiple classes, facu lty
members said .

Last semester, alumna Kristy
Crowley was a senior journalism
major]uggling a full-lime ABC i

News internship and a job as a
producer al Ihe 103 .5 KISS FM
morning show while taking her
final six classes at Columbia.

Crowley also began spending
six hours a week in the South
Loop, interviewing residents and
officials for a class, she said.
Without consulting her teachers, Crowley used the information gathered during that time in
articles for two different classes.
Although not verbatim, the articles contained quotes from the
same sources, she said.
"In the real world, people are
fired for turning in the same

story to two different publications," said Suzanne McBride,
director of the news reporting
and writing concentration in the
Journalism department.
The double dipping policy
states: "The same or similar stories using the same sources written for other classes will not be
accepted without prior approval
from the instru ctors of both
classes. "
"We want to make sure [srudents]
are getting the most of each class,"
said Curtis lawrence, a Journalism
Department facu lty

But officials from other writing-intensive programs like fiction writing, creative writing and
English said double dipping is
not in their respective syllabi and
is not an issue.
"[Double dipping] is nof an eth-

ical issue unless [students] do it
without disclosure," said Gasey
Bukro, an assistant professor of
journalism at the University of
Kentucky and a member of the
Society of Professional Journalists
Ethics Committee.
Since transcripts ind icate· to
employers that dif"Double dipping ferent classes were
member. "[Students]
is plagiarism 's
completed, students
are still learning.
Loading up on classes
should
complete
cousin. It's plaseparate works in
just to get out [of colgi~rizing [one 's
order to rece ive
lege] is nol a good
own] work."
idea."
credit, Bukro said.
Oversized work- -Suzanne McBride,
Crowley. who was
load contributes to
director of the news
approached by her
teachers regarding
double dipping, bUI
laziness also plays a
reporting and writthe simil ar papers,
role, McBride said.
ing concentration
said she did not
know what she had
The
magazine
concentration of the Journalism done was wrong.
"There is nothing in the rules
Department
is co nsidering
adding double dipping to its pol- about this," Crowley said, which
icy as the issue often comes up, was true at the time.
Now, double dipping officially
said Betsy Edgerton, director of
the magazine concentration.
exists in syllabi, but some have
"This is oot yet a departmeot- never heard of it.
1a Vonna McClendon, a sophowide policy, but was implemented in certain courses because we more journalism major, has never
were discovering that some stu- personally, nor does she know
dents were turning in the same, anyone who has, turned in a simor essentially the same, work for ilar assignment to two classes.
credi t in different courses," said
Although Ashley Page, a junior
Nancy Day. chair of the journalism major, said she has
Journalism Department. "This is heard students talk about double
not fair to the other students and dipping, she has never participated.
we are hoping to prevent it."
" I've heard people say to

Jooitua Covanublas/The Chronicle

teachers, ' I have this old story,
can I tum it in?' And the
teacher 's like, 'No, .. ' Page said.
The implication that she had
cheated by turning in similar
papers offended Crowley, she
sa id. But McBride said such
actions are clearly cheating.
''Double dipping is plagiarism's
cousin," McBride said. "It's plagiarizing [one 's own] work."
If a student double dips, each
case will be judged separately,
but it could be grounds for failing
the assignment, McBride said.
Crowley was asked to rewrite
the ques tioned articles and

passed both classes, she said.
But it was not Crowley or any
one parti cular incident that
inspired the policy, McBride
said. Since she came to
Columbia a year and a half ago,
many of the fac'ully had nOliced

double dipping taking plflce,
McBride said.
"How we approached this was
' How do we think 'students can
learn the most about news reporting and writing and how can we
best mirror what happens in the
real world?'" McBride said. .

',",

bpalmer@chroniclemail.com
•
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The Music Center of Columbia College ChiC"1go
1 0 14 S. Michigan at 11'h St.
H a I I

Concert

Events

Tuesday February 20

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theater
RESERVATIONS R EQU IRED

12:00 PM

312-344-6300

Wednesday February 21

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theater
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

12:00PM

312-344-6300

Thursday February 22

Cerqua Rivera Dance Theater

12:00 PM

RESERVATIONS REQUI RED 312-344-6300

Friday February 23

John Pizzarelli in Concert
Cerqua Rivera Dance Theater
T ICKETS

12:00 PM
7 :30 PM

$25-$30 C ALL 773-847-0305

COLlIQ(

CHICAQO

1·

,.

II,

I
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Spring break in Rome:
Colwnbia's marathon runners

aces ~.

oC,,\.r

Several students travel to
Italy for annual race

a nd isn ' t stunned that students are initiating projects and achieving goals.
" It 's so funny because everythi ng
that happens here does n't surpri se me
By Ama nda Maurer
anymore," Cottone sai d, addin g that
campus News editor
recent trips to the Domini can Republic
Some students race to class and ot hers and Hurri ca ne Katrina-af~ c ted areas
speed to catch the el, but for several show Co lum bia student s enjoy partic iColumbia students, running , will take pating .in life-changi ng events. " I'm
the m ac ross th e Atl a nti c to race in the just glad that there a re a ll of these stuRome Marathon over s prin g break.
dents who rea ll y wa nt to ma ke a di fferOn March 18, seven Columbia stu- ence in the world."
de nts w ill participate in the 13th an nual
Schroeder sai d he's not posi ti ve if
Rome Ma ratho n, a distance of 26.2 the trip will become an annu al event,
mile s th at begins and end s at the but he is exci ted about what it means to
Colosseum.
the co ll ege.
In November the stude nts began
" Jf it does turn into an ann ual trip ,
planning for the trip, whi ch isn' t spon- it 's really more of a milestone marke r
sored by Co lumbia , knowing they to say athletics are here to stay," he
would pay for th e trip them selves. sa id.
While some fin ancial ass istance from
Although the group is eager about its
Columbia may be offered to the stu- trip, Sa lasek and Schroeder said there
are a number of meas ures they want to
dents, nothing is definite.
Adam Salasek . the treasurer of the take to make sure everyo ne has a safe
Student Ath letic Association, wanted and enjoya ble trip.
to run in the Rome Marathon after
Si nce the stu de nts wi ll want to
comp le t ing
several
explo re the city on their
own , Schroede r sa id they,
ma rat hons in Chicago.
"I'm just glad
"I decided that I wanted that there are all of may set up g roup d in ners
to run a marathon some- these students who and times that everyone
where else," he sa id .
needs to check in within
really want to
When Salasek tdld his
make a difference the trip 's itinerary.
idea to Chris Schroeder,
Tammy Anderson, a junin the world. "
president of the Student
ior interior design major
Athletic Association and
and
member
of
-Do minic C ottone,
fellow mar.a thon-runner,
Columbia 's cross country
d irec tor of Stud ent
Schroeder sa id he joked
team, plans on running in
O rga nizations a nd
about taking out student
the marathon and has been
Lead er ship
loans to join him,.
trying' to train despite the
However, as the idea
recent weather.
began to evolve, the two decided to involve
" I' m really excited about it, but I' m
other Columbia students.
also nervous," she said. "A marathon 's an
Along with the seven students who plan awful long di stance to go."
on 'running the marathon, another eight or
Currently, she's ab le to run 16 mi les.
nine will travel with them for support.
While thi s wi ll be Ande rson's fir st
Some of those students plan on document- marathon, it will be Salasek 's fo urth.
ing the marathon in various ways for their
Salasek has been train ing for the
own portfolios, Schroeder said.
marathon since October and hopes he
Dominic Cottone, director of Student can take 30 minutes off his current
Organizations and Leadership, said time of 3:40:00 in order to qua lify fo r
when Schroeder came to di scuss the trip the Boston Marat hon.
with him, he knew Schroeder could
Last year David Kipkorir of Kenya
make it happen.
won the maratho n with a time of
" Whenever Chris Schroeder comes 2:08:38. Tetyana Hladyrin of Ukraine
and says' I want to do this,' it happens, was the fir st woman to fini sh, w ith a
which is really exciting," Cottone sa id. time of 2:25 :44.
Cottone said thi s trip is thrilling
More than 12,000 people participated
because these students will represent in Rome's marathon last year; 10,034
. Columbia at the marathon .
finished the race.
He said he's proud of everything
Columbia students have accomplished
amaurer@chronicle'!'ail.com

i

Gallery of Columbia College Chicago is proud to present Africa.OolCom, an
and interaCtively eKplores the collision of modern culture and technology on
"">5-<,ull" 11'· cornmunication. Against the background of traditional African -talking" drums. dance
of the voice through electronic media has altered these long·established
ha~ strengthened and reinforced the assimilation of African eKpressive
art ex:hibitions, Africa.Oot.Com focuses on representing Africa as part of the
cultures that have navigated into new media alongside the global community.
changes have taken place as a result of African independence. and
I , computers, digital technology and mobile phones is growing at a rapid rate.
Anlh",po"o4ists cu " . "III, encounter all types of digital media in both urban and rural settings. and the
~no"'tI~', ,."'''' practices within a range of media
only just· begun.

has

A"ica.Do't.(j:>m is curated

by Columbia College alumni Deborah Stokes. who currently teaches African

the University of Il linois Chicago and has completed field research in Nigeria and Kenya.

ETHNIC DRESS: Art & Culture
January 15

February 23. 2007

: Art & CUlture showcases twenty·five garments from around the world. selected from the
Fashion Co umbia Study Collection to eKplore the interrelationships of technology and aesthetics
through th material culture of dress. The eKhlbition demonstrates how the unlver;sal techniques of
embroidery printing. weaving and applique are used by dIverse societies to clothe the body and eKpress
cultural ide tity.

Ethnic

: Art & Culture represents the collaboration of Columbia College Chicago graduate and
te students in the Arts. Entertainment and Media Management and the liberal EducatIon
. Coordinated by Robert Blandford's uhibition Management class.

BOOM

X w ith \,ow"," spe..>J<.ers

January 22 February 28, 2007
Boombox i
all affiliates
current an
playfulness
and graphi
com menta
character 0

an art collective of three Chicago artists: Dustin Hams. Joel Maxime Jr.. and lea Pinsky.
f Columbia College Chicago. The collective shares an interest in contemporary urban hfe.
historical socia-political issues and popular culture. Their name reflects the ambIence,
action and universal voice In their woOl.. Between the three artists, they Incorporate graffitt
painting styles, manipulate Images from popular culture and current events and offer bold
on the state of social and racial politics in the U.S. Together, their work responds to the
urban life. all the while remaining fun and buoyant. vibrant and alive-like a boom box.

[ RE]CO LECr
January 2

Seven Columbia students plan on running the Rome Marathon on March 18,
which will begin and end at the Colosseum. Last year more than 12,000 people
participated in the 26.2 mile race.

. Marc h 1, 2007

(RE]CO l l
collection.
recent acq
media tha
[RE]COl l
uniquely r
based on

T is an intimate grouping of 15 works from the (CISpaces permanent art
This exhibit is a selection of paintings and prints that hIghlIghts some of our
isitions. Exh ibitmg these works as a single body bongs focus 10 underrepresented
often get overlooked in the larger photo-based collection. SpeCIal ekhlbltlons Itke
T ensure that all types of media from the [CISpaces permanent collection are
presented. Furthermore. It ektends our commItment to developing a col lection
e Columbia College students' diverse bodies of work.

[C]Spaces
Th e collec
lending P
visual hlst

as been proud to collect student artwork for the Collect for nearly two decades.
ion is made avaIlable to campus offices and centers through our new Artwork
gram . Each piece is a trea sure and building block to ekpandmg Columbla's nch
ry of student work .
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u.s.

Cellular " ge ts me ... so I can always get the score.

MEN'S BASKETBALL WIN OVER BOISE STATE!
On Sunday, February 10th, the Renegades
Men's Basketball team competed against
Boise State in their second game for the
season. The final score was Columbia with
48 and Boise State with 44.
Columbia's point gaurd, Brian Schodor£,
lead the team with 16 points.
The Renegade's next game is on February
2Sth at 1pm at lincoln park high school.

http:// ATHLETICS.COLUM.EDU
Contact the Renegade. · 1104 S. Waba.h Lower Level Office A • 312·344-8117 • ATHLETICS@COLUM.EDU

f<;. u.s. Cellular
\\t·

'111111"

I wilit

""1(,

getusc.com
1-888-buy-uscc

'.-. 6.~~u~~~1

February 19.
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Free legal music comes with fine print
Audio download
service available to
college staff, students
By George P. Slefo
.
_
campus News Editor

College students and facu lty
can now legally . down load
music and videos wi thout using
their credit cards.
Ruckus ·Network.
company
that distributes music and videos
to college students online
announced last month that the
company will now offer its services for free to all college stu-

a

dents and fac ulty with a valid p lays a role in making the serv.edu e-mail address. While the ice free, but because the compaservice is free, companies pay ny doesn ' t actually own the
Ruckus to have their advertise- music, songs are o nly available
ments shown around the pro- for a 3D-day trial. O nce the trial
g ram's interface, which ulti- ends. so does the song- deleting
itse lf from the user's computer.
mately s lows download times.
"Since we opened [the service}
"Si nce college students are
to all students, Ruckus already the most engaged consumers. of
has hundreds of thousands of . digital media . the record labels
users," said Chris Lawson , direc- were excited to work with us to
tor of corporate development at allow their -mus ic to be made
available to all [students],"
Ruckus Network.
But there's a catch.
Lawson said.
Lawson said its relations hip
Whi le users can make unl im·
with major record label s and Ited downloads onto their PC ,
thousands of independent label s transfe rring music to a CD o r

Students who previously tumed to illegal online downloading can now tum to Ruckus Network for their music.
The catch: students will have to pay if they want to bum songs pnto CDs or put them on iPods.

MP3 player carries a subscrip· he said .
Harri son joined the Rucku s
tion fee of $3.99 per month or
$19.99 per semester. Members Network after hearing about it
also cannot use Microsoft Zune from his roommate, and while it
or iTunes media pla yers to lis ten is free he said the service has
to their music. Instead, student s downs ides.
mus t use the Ruckus player
"The si te has advertisements,
implemented with the program.
so downloads aren't as fa st,"
In the past , Ruckus had con- Harrison said.
tra cts w ith co lleges such as '
Law son said Ruckus will sti ll
Indiana University, which would seek contracts with schools even
pay a fee to have servers set up though the serv ice is free to all
on campus. However. becau se ,s tudents.
of the company's growth ,
"Sc hoo ls that establi sh conRucku s decided to make th e tract s with us will ha ve
se rvi ce availab le to all co llege enhanced use r experience with
s tudents.
fas ter downloads [on ca mpus ,j"
Se lf-pr ocla im e d
Lawson
said .
"Sillce college
mu s ic
j unki e
"Regardless.
the
studellts are the
Darren
Harrison
service IS safe. free
and lega l. ·'
sa id free mu s ic
most engaged
downloads wo uld consumers of dig.
The s ite also
mean more money
includes networkital m edia, th e
in his ban k account. . record labels were ing
si milar
to
Harri son , a j uni or
Facebook. where
excited to work
jo urn a lism major,
u se rs can set up
with us to allow
sa id he buys his
profiles. Accord in g
their music to be to the Ru ckus webmu sic
throu gh
made available to SIte, the featu re wa~
iTunes and over a
all /sludents/. "
2-to-3-yea r
span
establ ished so use rs
can send perso nal
and has spent morc
-Chris Lawson ,
than $900 pure has·
media rcco mmen ·
director of Corponte dations to friend s
ing mus ic online.
" I ha ve exactly
and browse class·
Developme n t at
1,964 so ngs on m y
mate profi les.
Ruckus Network
co mpu te r ,"
Ali Matin , a ju nHarrison said . "Not all of them ior film and video major, said he
are from iTunes [though ]."
also uses Rucku s Network.
" It 's not a service I would pay
Harri so n said he :-"ould se l·
dom download pirated mus ic, fo r, but it is free," Matin said .
primaril y because some songs
For more in/ormation. visit
carry computer viruses.
w\Vw,rllckwmetwork. com
" I have a good job, so paying
[for music] so that my computer
gsleJo@chroniclemail.com
doesn't crash is n't a big deal ,"
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Illinois lawmakers push for textbook savings
Proposed laws may
save students cash
'on schoolbooks

_t

By George P. Siefo
Campus News EdltDr

Sales tax on college textbooks
may be coming to an end for college students, and they can thank
Illinois legislators for pushing the
set of laws to make it happen.
At a news conference in

Springfield two weeks ago, Sen.
Manie Hunter, (D-Ill.), proposed
three new Jaws that would aid students with the growing cost of
textbooks. If passed, the laws
would require instructors to recommend previous book editions as

opposed to newer ones and remove
the 5 percent sales tax applied to
textbooks.
The last of the three laws
would form a special committee,
which would create a policy on
schools issuing updated textbook editions, mainly because
of the high prices associated
with newer editions, according
to Brian Johnson, spokesman for
Sen. Hunter.
While students would save
money, the state of Illinois would
lose roughly $28 million in revenue for the 2007-2008 year,
according to Johnson.
"Bas ically, the idea is to
ensure that schoo ls are looking
at the issue and are helpful to
students and faculty," Johnson
said. "A lot of times you have

these textbook editions that
don' t change much . This would
give students better options."
Currently. the laws are being
reviewed for approval by House
and Senate. Ifboth houses approve,
Governor Rod Blagojevich would
make it official by signing off on it.
While a target 'date wa sn' t
mentioned, state legislators in
Washington, Michigan and New
Jersey are looking to pass similar laws, according to the
Nati onal Association of College
Stores, a nonprofit advocate for
college stores. If passed, the law
would apply to both public and
_ private schoo ls.
Students like Joanne Yoo, a
sophomore arts, entertainment and
media management major, said if
the tax exemption is applied, students would be able to use the
money toward other expenses,
such as school supplies. Currently,
Yoo said she purchases her textbooks on1ine because she fmds
better deals.
" It 's not like students have
money falling from trees," Yoo
said. " I mean, we are an art
schoo l, [school's] expensive."
Yoo said she feels students
rarely use textbooks at Columbia
and don't want to spend money
on a book they only open twice.
"I just feel [students] are getting ripped off left and ri ght,"
she said.
Over the last two decades,
textbook 'inflation has risen at
twice the normal rate, mainly
because publishers are dri ving

up costs with CD-ROMs and
re lated web sites implemented
with course books, according to a
2005 study by the Government
Accountability Office.
Ideally, Johnson said the proposal would represent a starting
point to ultimately offer students
the option to rent their textbooks
and potenti all y save students
hundreds of dollars each semester. And while publishers sell
books to public and private co lleges, students at fou r-year public univers ities spent an average
of $898 on textbooks and supplies during the 2003·2004
school yea r, according to the

New Textbook Dollar Distribution

GAO study.

Institutions like Eastern lIlinois
University ha ve been renting
books to their students since 1899.
Carol Miller, deputY director of
textbook rental servis;e at EIU",said
students are charged S7 .95 per
credit-hour, with the average student spending roughly S I20 a
semester on books.
"We have great support for
our textbook-rental system,"
Miller sa id. " It really helps out
the student with their [college]
expenses:"
According to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education, an
estimated S I 0 million would be
needed to provide each schoo l
with book renta l program s,
something Johnson said the
state 's current budget does n' t
hav.e.
Human sex ualit y instruc tor
Korey McWilli ams, sa id cos t

plays ~ role when choosi ng hi s
course book.
" I've always believed that it 's
important not to let books ge t in
the way of a {student 's] education," McWmiams sa id .
McWilliams said hi ~ required
text cos ts $25 , but in the past
used books that carried an $80
price tag.
"Textbooks have been a problem with my students, particularly
because of cost," McWi ll iams
said. " I' m all for [exempting the
sales tax ,] but it would only help in
a sma ll way."
Not all students will profit
from the rem ova l of textbook

KIm Badger/ The Chronicle

sa les tax. Will Enge lm ann , a
senior photography major, sa id
co llege books are "ridiculou sly
expensive," and rarely u se~
thro ughout hi s academic career.
Currentl y, Engelmann only has
his 2007 fa ll semester left
before he graduates.
" I'm only going to be taking
photo classes and won't need anymore textbooks," Engelmann said.
"I'm just happy that I'm ncver
buying another tcx tbook again,
ever."
gslelo@chroniclemail.com
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Production Week Is a wicklld collaboration between: Advanced Production Center, Columbia Click, portrollo Centor, and Producer's Guild or Columbia
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Awards:
WCRX receives
awards for radio
excellence

and perfonned a holiday rap
when he was asked to put together a festive promo for the station
in 2005 . He said he didn't fit the
rapper prototype, but he relt the
project would push him outside

A Wabash wonderland

the comfort of his usual sty le. Hi s

Santa rap, accompanied by
rhyming elves, surprised many of
his friends because of his usual
introverted nature, he said.
three-hour Katrina relief program
'" took a risk and put everyin 2005 that also won an Award thing on the line and it paid off,"
of Distinction: For the program, he said. "The response I got realColumbia partnered with four ly solidified my belief in myself
Illinois college radio stations, and the things I can do."
including University of Illinois at Willis' Santa rap won an Award
Chicago and North Central of
Excellence
at
the
College, for a fundraiser and trib- Communicator Awards this year
ute to the historical significance and third place at the 2005
of the city of New Orleans.
Nation!\1
Student
Radio
'" thought it was really cool Production Awards, hosted by the
Broadcasters
how we were all able to come Collegiate
together," Frieders sa id . "Duri~ g Incorporated.
the event, we were so focused on
"Basically,
got my job
the task at hand that we didn't because of what' did at WCRX,"
really see what was going on. It he said. " I think those awards and
was really cool to see that the the response I got back from peohard work we put into the project pie encouraged me to continue
my career path. It made me fee l
was acknowledged."
Sam Willis, Columbia alumnus like I could do this."
and d istribution and production
assistant at WF MT-FM, wrote
syaccino@chroniclemail.com

Continuedfrom Page. 3

behalf of ' Columbia president
Warrick L. Carter.
"The college re s pects the
right for all citizens to express
their opinions in dialogue and
peaceful actions," Lloyd said .
" Because we live in a plurali stic society, we a lso encourage
civility and the respect for the
Continuedfrom Front Page right s of others who may have
divergent opinion s on issue s."
Mark Lloyd, associate vice presLloyd went on to say that
of
Marketing
and although Carter respects the stuident
Communicat ion, issued a response . dents ' concerns , he also recogto the declaration on Feb. 14 on ni zes the rights of student s who

P"r otest:

Students attempt
school-wide strike
to protest Iraqi war

Inches of snow accumulate on the sidewalk in front of the Wabash Campus Building. 623 S. Wabash
Ave., during the winter storm on Feb. 13. As a result of that morning's snow and the forecasted snow
for the evening. Columbia canceled all classes after 5 p.m.
pay tuition to have classes conducted without interruption .
Hamlin said it's understandable for some students who pay
tuition to not want the schoo l to
sh ut down , but the issue is worth
sacrificin g a day of sc hool ove r.
" We welcome people to come
and debate," Hamlin said. " But the
point is, the seriousness oflhe situation in Iraq right now and with the
Bush administration gearing up to
go into Iran, the time is really now
to stop ignoring it."
Vikki Ton ge, a fre shman pho-

tograpy major, watched the
demons tration unfo ld outs ide
the building while on break
from her art history class. Tonge
said although she s upports the
cause for the strike , she thinks
there are better ways to convey
the message.
" It 's good that our generation
is finall y gettin g around to
doing something," Tonge said .
" But standing outs ide of a
school that is south of [where I
all th e big wigs are is n't really
getting the message OUI. "

David Remini ck, a part -tim e
facult y member in the Mu sic
Departmenl didn ' t cance l hi s
classes to attend the strike , but
did re schedule them .
"My goal wasn'l 10 hurt the students, but to make a statement on
the topic," Rernini ck said. " It 's so
easy to sit on your hands and
ignore what's going on. No matter
how small the gesture, I think it's
important to do something and to
try 10 make a statement."
jewertrii)chroniclemail.com

Students, deadline is Thursday, February 20, 2007!

• Alumn i Scholarship (Deadl ine: Ma rch 15, 2007)
Bob Enrietto Scholarship/Semester in L.A. (Summer Deadline: March 15, 2007 , Fall Deadline: April 1, 2007)
David Rubin Schola rsh ip (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
Helen Fong Da re Scholarship (Deadline: March 16, 2007)
Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadl ine: March 15, 2007 )
Hillary Ka lish Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• John Murbach Scholarship/ Designer-i n-Residence (Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Ron Pitts ScholarsHip (Deadline: April 3 , 2007 )

ART & DESIGN

MARKETING COMMUNICATION

• Pougialis Fine Arts Award (Dead lin e: April 2007)

• The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund
(Deadline: April 1 , 2007)

ART S, ENTE RTAI NMENT & MEDIA M ANAGEMEN T

• The Make A Dent Scholarship
(Deadline: April 27, 2007)
• The Ch uck Suber Scholarship
(Deadline: April 2007)

MUSIC
• Music Department Scholarship

(Dead line: February 10, 2007)
PHOTOGRAPH Y

AS L - EN GLISH INTERPRETATIO N

• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship
(Deadline: June 1 , 2007)
DA NCE
• Forest Foundation Scholarship

(Deadlin e: March 15, 2007)
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
• Joan and Irving Ha rri s Scholarship

(D eadline: March 15, 2007)

• Koda k Scholarship (D ead li ne: April 2007)
RAD IO
• Irv Kupcin et Media Arts Scholarship

(March 15, 2007)
TEl"VISION

• AI Lira Scholarship (Deadl ine: March 15, 2007 )
• Tha ine Lyman Scholarship
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Irv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarshi p
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)

FICTION WRITING

• John Schultz and Betty Shi fl ett Story
Workshop Scholarship
(Deadline: Spring 2007)
• Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarship
(Deadline: Spring 2007)

THEATER

• Betty Garrett Musical Theater Scholarship Fund
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fu nd
(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
• Freshman Achievement Award

JOURNALISM

• John Fischetti Scholarship
(Deadline: March 9, 2007)
• Irv Kupcinet Media Arts Schola rship
(Deadline: Ma rch 15, 2007)

(Deadline: March 15, 2007)
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comfortable."
"You can't designate electrons to certain places," McCain said. "So, the
Rachel Swain, a freshman cultural studies
major, said the idea sounds great as long as it
model for people who want to support
doesn't negatively affect OASIS and mirror
renewable energy is to purchase RECs ."
the recent aggravat ion with not receiving an
Theoretically, electricity produced by
one of the two Community Energy, Inc.
OASIS e~mail sent by one of her professors.
" It wasn't dire, but it was a frustration
wind farms in Illinoi s couJd be powering
because what if it was more important?" she
Columbia; it is impossible to know
said. " If the system could handle [iTunes U),
because the renewable energy mixes
Continued from Page 3
I think it's a good idea."
with other energy and flows into Illinoi s' Continued from Page 3
Swain said she has a Mac Book. and has
general electricity grid system.
of
Business
Development
for
never had a problem with any of her Apple
Purchasing RECs equivalent to 30 per- general public, Courington said.
Community Energy, In c. Basically, cent of its electricity intake makes
She admitted few professors use OASIS products or any of its customer service.
RECs fund production of renew~ble Columbia the third Illinois coll ege, fol- but is confident the new system will encourIf all goes as planned, Courington said
energy to offset an institution's environ· lowing Northwestern University, with 20 age faculty and students to fmd new and cre- Columbia will be ready for the pilot this sum~
mental damage.
percertt, and · Saint Xavier University, ative wa'ys to use technology for classroom mer, with several summer class teachers
Columbia's REC purchase offsets the with at least 20 percent, to be eligible for purposes.
enthusiastic about trying out the new system.
same amount ofcarhon dioxide pollution the U.S. EPA's Green Power Partnership
"I think it'll have a better wow factor," she She hopes to run a college-wide launch for
as planting 417,642 trees or taking 444 Leadership Club, to which Co lumbia is said. "We get people using [iTunes U] and the fall semester.
cars off the road a year, according to data currentiy applying.
they're going to use some of the other fea. provided by Community Energy. Inc.
The partnership encourages institu- tures that are on OASIS.
be more
However, the Office of Campus tions to support renewable energy and
Environment partnered with a Chicago awards those that purchase at least 20
consulting finn, Sieben
percent of their elec"/ would say Columbia
Energy Associates, to
tricity use in RECs
sign a contract with an
College is probably right with recognition and
electricity
provider.
there with the top institu- marketing assistance.
Columbia had previous"We are the perfect
tions across the country
ACCJ!5S" ~LOAO COlJfl8Ea or"! -r.xx oo~r« ¥P3~ ....
ly received electricity
that think sustain ability is kind of organization
U ST"N TO EYOITS e!Jc\A In. ...."11. BJ:JcDtiot't.~. 5cieno:! and T...:I>l>DlOiIY
from Commonwealth
to put our beliefs
an important practice. "
e~ COHH~m w1!I! whrlfl rtfi:lOCnlns;- .. tJC 0cUI:~
Edison, whose increasinto action, enhance
ing rates recently garour environment and
TAKe:
ME TO 8ERKE.lI::V ON ITUN£S U-+
- Davi d Broz, an architect at be cost effective," . f~"",l~J;;:;;~:.;;it;;,..
nered media attention.
Gensler,
a
firm
that
works
"Columbia faced a
Berg sai d. "It's smart
wit h C olumbia
50 percent increase in
business."
its electric rates if it
U.S. colleges and
remained a CornEd customer," said Jerry students are generally very aware of their
Burin, Columbia's lead consultant from campus' impact on the environment, said
Sieben Energy Associates.
David Broz, an architect at Gensler, an·
Columbia 's REC contract and the reg- architecture firm Columbia has . worked
ular
electricity
cont ract
with with on 30 different projects.
MidAmerican Energy, its new provider,
" I would say Columbia College is
~J:1
"OO-"" ••
both good for two years, cost the college probably right there with the top institu<l::;;;"
__ ""-.""-~"""
30 percent less than a new CornEd con- tions across the country that think sus..... n..."'_....
....r_1oI
tract, Burin said.
tainability is an important practice,"
Courtesy Columbia Center of Academic Technology
"We didn't want to lock in any longer Broz said.
The Office of Campus Environment iTunes U, a new Apple content server, was piloted at several uni-rersities with positive
than two years because rates fluctuate,"
Berg said. "I would hope renewable ener- plans to make Columbia greener later response. Columbia plans to launch a similar iTunes U account starting in the fall.
gy would get less expensive as it becomes this year by culti vating native plants at
more competitive with other energy, and the J J th Street and Wabash Avenue
we would love to keep increasing that sculpture garden , whi ch will require less
[percentage of renewable energy.]"
water, seeking an exploratory grant to
The main competition of renewable further develop the school's recycling
energy is coal energy, which is cheaper program, and ·initiating environmental
to produce, but at the cost of releasing sustainability communication among
harmful emissions like sulfur dioxide students and faculty.
and carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
"I want to keep raising the bar," Berg
RECs pay for production costs of using said. " I want to keep looking for ways
a renewable source such as wind, sun or we can improve our recycling , or that
biomass to capture electrons. Then, a next time we renew the contract we can
power provider, like CornEd, buys the buy more renewable energy."
electrons and channels them to homes,
businesses and in this case, colleges.
bpa/mer@chronic/email.com

Energy:

iTunes:

Columbia signs
two-year contract for
renewable energy

New Apple Inc. network could improve
Columbia classes

__J

:.-:--..=..::::~hI\"'
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The Crescent Ridge Wind Farm. in Bureau County. III .• is one of two wind farms owned
and operated by Community Energy. Inc .• a nbnprofrt renewable energy company hired In
a ~ar cootract by Columbia.
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Back from the Drawing Boards

More international students needed

L

ast
week,
The
Chron ide ran a story

about the low number

of international students at
Columbia. The story com pared Co lumbi a's enrollment numbers of interna-

tional students in school s
such as DePaul University.
Rooseve lt Univers ity a nd
the School of th e Art
In stitute of C hicago . Not
surpri si ngly,
Co lumbia 's
intern ational student population is way be low national

averages- which is 3.2 percent, according to research.
There were only 154 inter-

national students enrolled as
of spring 2007, which translates to 1.4 percent of 10,600
students . Other schools, like
DePaul , had 4.2 percent

enrollment, while the School
cflhe Art Institute of Chicago
had 18.5 percent.
When it comes to diversifying the student body,
we're not even on the
proverbial map . And this is a
sad state of affairs .
Mark Kelly, Columbia's
vice president of Student
Affairs, sa id Co lumb ia
doesn' t concentrate much on

internationa l s tudent s
because of "other enrollment priorities," which are
numbers of graduate, minor-

ity and out-of-state students .

Taking a cue from Sen.
Barack Obama's speech in
Springfield, I L on Feb. 10,
perh~ps it's the "sma ll ness
of our politics" that keeps
Col umbia 'S administration
thinking locally in stead of
globally.
Maybe that's a tad cynical to say, but diversity is
not
sy non y mous
with
minority. Th e college must

not on ly st rike a balance
between o ut-of-state and
minority students, but also
spread its wings worldwide .
This schoo l needs as many
bright minds as possible to
contribute to Co lum bia 's
growing poo l of tal ent ed
artists.
Co lumbia should take a
cue from the School of the
Art Institute of Chi cago and
have a commitment to
recruiting international students on par with its domestic student recruitment.
Un less the college is ready
to make that pledge, then all
minor improvements meant
to increase international student numbers are fruitless.
Kelly is absolutely right
in saying that a lack of international students would create a " myopic view of the
world and how it works"

among students and faculty.
Ke ll y sa id there are plans
to revamp Co lumbia's international recrui tm ent methods. The international student application is available
on the college's website and
recruitment has been implemented into adm"ission operations. Kelly also said the
school wi ll be attending college fairs in Thailand,
Korea, Japan and possibly
Chin a starting next fall.
This is definitely a step in
th e right direction , but it is
sti ll embarrass ing that the
college falls under national
averages . This is a glaring
contradiction with the college's mi ssio n to c reat e
more diversity. From what
the college has been doing
so ' far, Co lumbia has not
been ab le diversify thi s
campus internationa ll y.
We
understand
that
Columbia has a lot on its
plate- address in g
space
concerns and enrollment
issues takes time to resolve .
However, the college needs
to address thi s sooner.
Much like in Disneyland,
once the visit to the Epcot
Center is over, it 's time to
come back to reality: Put
those Mickey Mouse ears
away and get back to w9rk.
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Pay attention to the road
eb. 10: A 14-year-old
g irl sitting in the back
seat of a Ford Escort
died after her car rear-ended
a Honda around II p.m. Both
cars
sped
excess ively,
according to po li ce.
Feb. 11 : Four Oswego
teenagers were killed and
four. more were injured after
a car 's intoxicated driver
struck a utility pole around
2:30 a.m.
Feb. 12: A woman was
fatally struck by a hit-andrun Slccident on Chicago's
South Side around 6 a.m.
Not to mention the fivemonth-old who died on Feb.
7 due to her driver's reckless
behavior and the death of
two other men involved in
separate crashes on Feb. 12.
The "accident" on Feb. 11
opened many eyes to the terror of reckless behavior. That
accident was a lesson about
the dangers of drinking and
driving, but considering the
number of other fatalities
that didn 't involve drugs or
alcohol, the message is also
about the dan gers of care less
driving.
Ameri cans live in a time
when techno logy is takin g
over the wheel. Some drivers
feci comfortable, even invincible in their carll, unaware
of the possible harm they ctln

F

cause to them selves and others when they are distracted .
There are pl enty of new
devices that entertain drivers
while on the road, such as the
new Sync by Microsoft and
Ford that allows hands- free
cell-phone calis, e-mai l and
mu sic downloads. Th en there
are the cars that parallel park
for the driver. Who knowsmaybe tel epathy-driven cars
are right around the comer.
But no matter how handsfree a car 's device may be,
it's impossible not to be di stracted bye-mails and mu sical options. Most peopl e
can't even download mu sic
on their laptop and watch TV
at
the
same
tim e.
Unfortunately, s ome
American s have bought into
the idea that a car is a place
for comfort and luxury, not a
means of transportation that
carries both privileges and
responsibilities.
Drivers nowadays think
it 's okay to multitask while
behind the wheel. They think
it's okay to speed and run red
lights. They also, apparently,
think it 's okay to shove far
too man y peop le into a car
becau se they don't want to
wait for another ride .
Reck less driving is a prob ~
lem across the nation, li S statistics show.
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The ' Nat ional Hi ghway
Traffic Safety Administration
reports 43 ,443 people died as
a result of car crashes in
2005, up I percent from the
previou s year. Or as the
NHTSA put it, "an average of
119 persons died each day in
motor vehicle crashes in
2005-one every 12 minutes." These statist ics include
veh icle occupants and nonmotori sts such as pedestrians
and bike riders.
While some factors contributing to these fatalities
are out of the driver 's control, suc h as bad weather or
faulty brakes and airbags,
other factors are the responsibility of the driver. Car
c ras hes are the leadin g
cause of death in people' age
3 to 33, according to the
NHTSA .
These deaths could eas ily
be prevented by an extra
peek in a ll directions to
look for surroundi ng cars or
pedestrians. They could be avoided by stopping at a red
light in stead of speedi ng up ,
and they co uld be prevented
by s imply us in g common
sense . So pleas e, drivers,
spare a coup le minutes
away from the Internet and
mu ~ ic , put your hand s at 9
and 3 and focu s on the road ,
We know you ca n do it.

Have an opinion about something you read In this newspaper?
Old you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
believe strongly about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not wrlte ·a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 15 you'l l find
a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear from you.

- The Columbia Chroniclll Editorial Board
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Keep your

By Cyryl Jakubowski
Commentary Editor

As soon as we sat
down in the confined
space known as the
coach seat of an
Amtrak train headed
fo r Springfield. 111.. I
knew that this would
be a strange trip. This
was
coach- the

es peeled in S

r7~~~

............ s-..........

~~---.

mode of transporta-

tion for drunks,
housewives and apparently.,college journalists.
OUT mission was s imple: Go to the
Capitol and cover Sen. Saraek Obama's (DIlL) presidential announcement. I have
never covered anything this bi~ as a
reporter, so I didn 't know what to expect.
My anxieties of perfonning under pressure were heightened when a grandmother
with an unruly child sat across from the photographer and me. The fact that I was selfmedicating with Wild Turkey, while going
past miles of rusty silos and dilapidated
Winnebagos, didn't help either.
"Could you babysit him?" the grandmother eventually asked.
.
" Yeah, sure," I said, obviously feeling the·
ill-effects of the bourbon. By then the kid
was sleeping. And thank God for tha~
because he didn't have the luxury of hearing
the sailor stonn of curse words and obscenities that came afterward. The photographer
aI1d 1 were the last people who should have
had the responsibility of babysitting a chi ld.
But eventually granny came back and our
babysitting adventure was over.
We .arrived in Springfield around five in
the afternoon. We met a French photographer from' MCC!3:tchy-Tribune news se..vic-

es, who invited us to go and get our credentials with him. But we were not on the list
for press credential pick up.
However, after much struggle and polite
shouting, evetything was in order. We had
the credentials and we had the hote l.
Then fear began to show its ugly hide.
Would J co~e r the event righteously? What
if my recorder runs out of batteries?
1 guess I would have to improvise.
When the day of the evenl came, I did my
best to fit in with the army of media professionals who descended on the town like a
pack of rabid vultures. I wore a tie.
Springfield looks like a micro version of
Washington D.C.-without the press corps,
the president or, apparently, nightl ife. It truly
is the midd le of nowhere. It's the type of
town that has six major streets, convenient-

Iy called Ist through 6th.
The crowds that came out to suppon
Obama were a determined bunch. The
streets were littered with used up handwarmers. And despite the insatiable cold,
children sat on their parents' shoulders and
waved Obama 08 signs as if it were the
Fourth of Ju ly.
I stood there on the media riser, with my
fingers frozen, clutching a Panasonic
recorder, cursing. A historic event was happening while I debated the quality of my
leather gloves.
There was chaos all around.
Anchors with microphones resembling
loli pops fed their repons to headquaners
miles away every 15 minutes.
Then the ink in my pen froze. I was panicking while fumbling for a penci l buried in

eld

my coat.
At some point after Obama left the stage I
rushed to interview people in the crowd. I
talked to a few pro-lifers who were protesting Obama but nothing they've said made
sense. It had nothing to do with a presidential announcement.
So I kept moving.
There was a point when I stood in awe in
front of mass ive crowds, people passing me
left and right, and I couldn 't hel p thinkingget it together and talk to anyone available!
And as r sat in my hotel room later, writing my story, I thOUght about the meaning of
this trip. Despite that chaos that came along
with reponing on something of this magnitude, I was glad I had the chance to be a part
of this.
This wasn't about an African-American
announcing his presidential candidacy. The
fact that 17,000 peop le came out to see this
man speak showed something that couldn't
be described in words. This was about the
essential hunger for change in American
politics. This was about finding a leader.
The next morning the Amtrak station in
Springfield was filled with homeless guys.
The fact th.at our train was delayed by two
and a' half hours was enough of a disappointment. I worried about being stabbed.
Then the French photographer showed up
aga in. In the best French accent si nce
Gerard Depardieu, he said he was "pissed."
He wou ld not make his night home. As we
waited, we talked about the American
Dream and how bizarre it was for a train to
be late here. He couldn't rent a car because
they were closed on Sundays.
" 1 am f-ed, " he said. Then he made a
pledge to never take Amtrak again.

3

Number of weeks that a St. Petersburg.
Fla .• teen 'has been hiccuping. Jennifer
Mee. 15. ~as hiccuped close to 50
- times a minute despite blood tests. CT
pa(:kag~;. I scans 'Ind an MRJ. Doctors can't find the cause
of her problem and drugs haven·t worked. Old
remedies such as holding the br~aV'. scares
under ·the tongue also haven't
H\\,or~(ea. according to The Associated Press.

And the award for best dictator goes to ...
The Grammys are
dead
and
the
Academy Awards are
irrelevant- But it's
time for one award
"celebration"
that
can't be ign ored:
Parade magazi ne'S
By Eric Kasang
2007
" Dictees"
Managing Editor
Awards. Actually, it's
Parade's annual report
of " Who is the World 's Worst Dictator?"
but my room mate dubbed it the Dictees
since every other award has a catchy name.
The magazine, which compiled reports
from Amnesty International and Human
Rights Watch as well as the U.S. State
Department, looked at different areas like
media censorship, suppression of. basic
rights, torture and executions.
As a disclaimer, I can't stand Parade.
Most of the covers portray celebrities who
fluff up the articles discussing their "struggles" to make it. If any readers actually
enjoy reading Parade on a week ly basis,
then write me off as a pretentious malcontent.
Except when it comes to the DicteesI'm all for this yearly gem. The magazine
compiled the Top 10 worst dictators and
ranked the "contenders" from 11 to 20.
. And what a crazy Top 20 it is this year.
The Columbia Chronicle is a student·produced publication of Columbia College Chicago and does not
necessarily represent, In whole or in patt, the views
of college administrators,
faculty Ot students.
All text. photos and craptlles are the
~ d The Columbia Chronicle and may not
be ~uced or publ1shed without

written permission.

Joshua Covarrubias/The Chronicle

The biggest surprise was the Fidel Castro
snub this year. Parade, which ranked Castro
as No, 15 last year, knocked the 80-year-old
dictator off the list because he relinquished
power to his brother Rau l whi le undergoing
surgery. Get well , Fidel. There's always
next year.
Russian president Vladimir Put in jumped
on the list for the first time at No. 20 probably because of allegedly knowing and/or
Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia o,ronlcle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).

Views expfessed In this publication Bre those of
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia
o,ronlcle, Columbia's Journalism Department or
Columbia College 9hlcago.

authorizing assass inations of his critics with
bullets or radioactive poisonings. Just look
at Alexander Litvinenko, former KGB
agent and Putin critic; he became gravely ill
in London and doctors discovered he had
been poisoned with polonium 210, a rare
rad ioactive materia l, before he died.
Although the Kremlin denied any involvement, Cold War tactics are creeping back in
sty le.
What impressed me about the Parade anicle was that it called out the Bush family's
buddy. King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia.
Moving to 5th place from last year's 7th , his
country is known for public executions,
limiting women's rights and beating people
caugh t hanging out with an unknown indi~
vidual of the opposite sex. Well, as long as
the Saudi family keeps cranking out the oil,
the United States will continue 10 look Ihe
other way.
And who obtained the No. I spot for
worst dictator of 2006? Why, Sudanese
president Omar AI-Bashir, of course. While
al lowing government-backed militias-the
janjaweed- to continuously slaughter poor
fanne rs in the Darfur region of western
Sudan, he dehies any involvement in the
systematic deaths of more than 200,000
peop le. He also blames international aid
agenc ies "for exaggerating the prob lems as
a ploy to raise money for their organiza-

lions," according to Parade.
AI-Bashir's state-sponsored genocide
trumped nuke-totting Nonh Korean pres ident Kim Jong-il. who ranked 2nd, and
Ayatollah Sayyid Ali Khamenei of Iran 's
Grand Council , listed as 3rd.
Although Parade dedicated its cover and
three pages to the Dictees, it needs to be
taken one step funher. After all , this is
America, and we have awards ceremonies
for almost everyth ing, such as the
Blockbuster Awards and the Screen Actors
Gui ld Awards. So, let's host an awards
show with all the pomp and circum stance of
a typical Hollywood affair.
The Dictees will have wacky skits like
the Academy Awards; Jon Stewart of "The
Daily Show" or Stephen Colbert of "The
Co lbert Repon" can skewer the dictatorial
nominees with their political observations;
the wi nners can even tha nk their respective
families and death squads.
Now I'm not suggesting a gCHhem-a ll in-one-room-and-bomb-them scenariothat 's just lame. Instead, I'm suggesting we
let them loose on the lown and designate
Chicago to host the first li ve "Dictees"
Awards Show.
A word of advice to the nominees
through: Bener check the gifts bags fi rst.
Some of the baggers may pack them
Kremlin-sty le.

Letters to the editor mllSt Include full name, year. major
and phone number. All letters are edited for grammar
and may be cut due to a itmlted space.
letters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430,
e-malled to OlronlcleOcolum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Olronlcle, 33 E. CDngress Par1<way
SUite 224, Ollcago, IL 60605-1996.
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act up the whole time with disappointment in my voice, 1
he was in the military. succumbed to the pressure and told
I was even fooled. them I lied. They didn't laugh. They
This guy was so actually seemed saddened that they
good-even when he hadn't met a Brit.
So now, instead of trying to mock
was drunk and completely wasted- that an existing accent, I found it's better
his
accent
never to just make up a language. This is
slipped. It was only especially great if I can get a friend
about a year ago when to play along. I mangle words and
I found out the truth sounds as I go along. Usually I try
about him through and blend vowels and consonants
one of hi s ex-girl- from English, Spanish, Romanian,
friends, the only one ' Chinese and Japanese. I then try and
who knew the whole carry out a meaningless conversatime. She said his tion in a crowded public place with a
accent was just a lis p.
friend . People wonder where · I'm
But h.is persever- from, think I'm exotic and then I can
ance inspired me to see how much I make up a land or country they've
cou ld convince people I was from never heard of. This will give them
some other land or culture. I've had stories to tell their friends and possiplenty of ' opportunities to experi- bly amuse a travel agent by attemptment with the large number of cus- ing to book a vacation in my "home
tomers I've served in the restaurant country."
industry.
Keep in mind that all of this is
Not too long ago, I thought I per- done in fun, and not meant to make
fected my British accent and I tested fun of other countries or cultures,
it out one night with all my might to but rather those people who believe
me and to poke fun at myself for act~his couple I waited on. They
instantly became more interested ing like such a fool. But it does have
than the typical customers who usu- its perks, like perfecting acting
ally just rush through their server's skills, receiving free drinks and
small talk. But I ran into a problem . food , free advice and lots of smiles
when the man asked me where I was and laughs. It seems like people talk
from. I responded, " The city," but it to strangers more if they think they
came out more like, "The sit-tay." really are new to the city or town ,
But then he asked me exactly where even if they're only from " La La
and started naming some streets and Land,"
locations because apparently he had
lived in London for a period of time.
Unfortunately I didn't know enough
kkalter@chroniclemail.com
about London to play along, and

JACKASS OF THE WEEK ~

Not a legit Brit
I' m a busy bee and sometimes I
like to take a vacation from reality.
Taking five classes, working two
jobs and holding an internship all at
the same time would drive me crazy
if I didn't find the time to amuse
myself, even if it's just someth ing
small and silly. One thing I've found
to be quite entertaining-to both
myse lf and others-is the act of
stepping outside of my persona and
taking on a whole new identity.
One of my friends from the Navy
mastered this art of deception. In
boot camp, he told everyone he was
from Australia, complete with an
accent and stories of surfing "down
under." I guess he didn't plan to keep
the act up forever. A Ithough when he
got stationed in Washington, one of
the guys from his boot camp division
was stationed there with him. He was
too proud to tell him he was really
from California, and so he kept the

was

PMSing like

crazy. The realization ·made a .lot of
sense: When I was
offered an overwhelmingly choco-latey dessert at a
family ~inner, I

helped

myself to

way too many bites.

I had been feeling

Crazy and can't help it

awkward
around
everyone in my life,
even my closest
friends, which is
somet hing that happens every time I

PMS.

And,

of

workers about the whole PMS deal , I
don't see how being emotional is
avoidable.
Ladies only get ha'l f a month to be
emotionally stab le and blood-free.
The other half involves our body
going through hormonal changes in
which pimples, tears and anger are
much more likely to occur. Then we
go through cramps, tiredness and
backaches and have a constant flow
of blood coming out of our bodies
for a week.
Sorry about the blunt description,
but there 's no pretty way to describe
a period. And there's no pretty or
sane way to handle it either. It's possible I'm making this point just to
validate my own PMS behavior, but

When I went back to the subu rbs
last Saturday, I got into a minor
tiff- pun
intended-with
my
boyfriend. It wasn 't a big deal, and
about half an hour later we were
fine. I started crying while we were
arguing.. I wasn't bawling but I
couldn't stop the tears welling up in
my eyes.
The next day, J drove to the doctor's office to get some antibiotics
for a minor, but painful, health issue .
When I called my sister to let her
know where I was, I started crying
again. It was probably because I was
in physical pain and didn ' t know

course , the frequent waterworks
show.
I have to admit I cry pretty easily,
which I'm somewhat embarrassed
about. But last weekend , it felt like
the dumbest thin gs were turning my
face into a white waterstream, with
tears and snot running all over the

how to handle it, but I felt s illy and

socially awkward in public or th at I
se rious ly want to do harm to the kid ise. As for that kid in my history
who incessantly taps on his desk in class, that tapping is annoying and
my history class. But it happe ns drives me crazy-PMS or not.
nearly every month .
These emotional fits are annoying
Ibreyne@chroniclemail.com
and make me question my sanity.
But after talkin g to some fem a le co- .

dramatic sniffling in the corner of
the doctor's office.

Then it hit me Sunday night. As I
o pened up my birth control contain er, I saw that I was in my last week
of pill s, which meant I was getting
my period SOO)1. In other words , J

place.

.

I know a lot of guys and some
girls think PMS is a myth and is just
used as an excuse to be bitchy and
crazy. But in reality, PMS is real,
and it 's uncontrollable. I don't
appreciate crying. like a crazy lady.

I' m not fond of the facl that I feel

I feel safe in saying I'm not the on ly
one who goes off the deep end for at
least two weeks each month . And I
a lso know that not everyone deals
with PMS in the same tear-induced,
chocolate-laced way. But it still
sucks.
In a way, I want to apologize to
my boyfriend, people in the waiting
room at the doctor ' s office, my
friends and anyone else I've acted
erratfcally toward. But then I realize,

it 's just the way I deal with PMS,
and it's not something that requires
an apology or remorse. I'll be back
to normal within a few days, 1 prom-
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So, Is that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
. each review and
use this handy
chart to lind out.

Last week was kind of slow in tenris''Ohny-major
jackass moments, but Th~ Chronicle (lid manage to
find two wonderful tidbits of stupidity that !09k pllii:e"
on the East Coast. So here's the rundown offlie dumb (.
and dumber:
.
,
-New York Senator Carl Kruger proposed a ban'"
against using Wods.. cell phones or Black.~es whih;
crossing the streetto improve pedestrian safetynThat's
right, Sen. Kruger wants 10 push a law .requiring:> '
pedestrians to appear in criminal court and paY'3 fine
of SIlO if caught in a crosswalk with an electronic
device.

, . Apparently, a pe",on tmns a blind eye to all passing
vehicles while listening to music or talking

on a cell

phone. We under.rumd the requestfor better safety precautions and think it's cute in a 5-year~kI ,wearing a
cape and shouting."I'm·gonna save the wcrld!" kind of
way. But the concept of even finding an effective way
'to monitor such a ban is ridiculous. ~
The ban can be compared to Chicago's ban last'year

on using cell phones while driving. According to a
CBS2 report on the story, Chicago police gave about
27 citations per day as of last July. CBS2 calculated
drive", had a I in 100,000 odds of being caught on
their cell phones. There's' an effective law for ya!
Thank the lord, Mayor Daley is ,keepin' it rea1 and
thinks the idea is crazy nonsense. 'New York: O.
Chicago: I.
'.
.
-In some "Hollywood's Trashiest Broads" news,
Britney Spear.; reigns queen once again after a horrible wardrobe decision. Spears went to ONE, 'a down·
town N~w York City club, 01/ Feb. 11 ~ in a
,short, low-cut' satin-like red ~. Making the one
good decision of the night, Spears decided .she wasn't
comfortably dressed. However, she iook a tmn for the
wo",! after depet!ding on the club's scanlily-clad gogo dancers to supply her with new c~othes. The iosult?
She spent the rest of the nightw~'. dan~'s bikini, a white busboy jacket and her boots. We're just
happy she found her clothes and kids after a weekend
of partying and looking like a fool in her typical trashy
garb. -T. Breyne
'
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Calendar
of Events

MONDAY
THINGS I DON'T NEED, BUT PERFORMERS AT THE
LOVE ANYWAY
JACKSON RED LINE STOP

THINGS BOYS SHOULD
CHANGE TO BECOME MEN

Wild things a rticle: Bravo to the Tap d a ncers: They bring their own
Chicago Tribune for covering one serious stage-plexiglass layered on nattened
topic right before Valentine's Day: ani· cardboard boxes- and create live music
mal mating rituals. While I dido't need to with the metal on their s hoes. The
learn that Humboldt penguins experience teenage boys combine dancing spins,
more romance than I ever will, it's nice to jumps and steps, making their visual perknow the males of at least one species fonnance as interesti ng as their tapping
know how to treat a female .
audio.

How to act : Watch C lint Eastwood in
The Good, Bad amI the Ugly and appl y
his way of li fe to your own; does C lint
Eastwood text a girl "good night , sweet
dreams babe:' with a smiley face? NO! I
have to witness these acts among my
friends, and they wonde r why their re lationships go sour. I know why: because
you ' re too nice! Get into a fig ht. Eat a
triple whopper. And next time you're in
a ' manl y' situat ion, ask yoursel f: What
would Cli nt Eastwood do?

Unnecessary tec hnology: This weekend Gospel sin·ger: Singing a cappella with
my family jumped into the 2 1st century her eyes closed, the middle-aged woman
by signing up for wireless Internet and with short bl ack curls possesses a sound
90·plus cable channels-we previously similar to Joan Annatrading. Her voice.
had dial-up and 30 channels. Our consen- pure yet powerful , turns commuters'
sus? We weren't mi ssing much, but we heads toward the sound of "A mazi ng
don't hate it. Now we can watch twice Grace" and ot her traditional hymns.
the number of channels dedicated to local
school districts.
C la rin eti st: This musician's jazz and
blues transport you to a 1940s club like
Paper towels: Sure they're cheap. dis- Rick 's Cafe Americain in Casablanca
posable and therefore environmentally where you watch Humphrey Bogart
unfriendly, but it's hard to tum them notice Ingrid Bergman fo r the first time.
down when they dazzle you with their
designs, sheet sizes and absorbencies . Fema le R&B si nger: She sings like
Want to feel like a good person? Cut Ciara and raps breakdowns li ke Missy
down your paper towel dependency; it's Elliot.
right up there with saving the whales.
~.
Ma le rapper : Although then! are a few,
Home,maqe marsh mallows: They aren't my fa vorite is a shorter fellow whose
worth- your time, effort or money. but rhymes stick in my head well, after I find
they taste simply delicious. Martha my seat on the Howard Red Line train.
Stewart, thank you for teaching subur- He raps about President Bush, the Red
banites how to make yet another "good Line and peop le sel ling drugs to kids.
th.j~~.':.
Fabric softener: Sure it costs a few extra
bucks, but believe me , it's worth it. At
least I think it's worth it . Well . my clothes
smell good. Right?

On Oprah : We need to ge l rid of this
myth that women like sensitive guys
who are in touch with their feelings. This
is an urban legend created by Oprah. If
you cry in front o f your gi rl and think
she find s it attractive, you' re wrong.
Men don 't have feelings. Remember
that.

Coffe e shops : Nex t time you ' re in a cof·
fee shop, don 't think it's OK to order a
"mocha lane matte soy tall espresso" followed by" l hate the way Ihis guy makes
it. I like the ot her guy better."
The big eve nt: Men do nOI ge t manicures. Every time there's a big event
when me and my friend s dress up there's
always so me weirdo that gets hi s nails
done. da rning girls li ke It. NO!
\Vhat you r (' ad : rvlcll need 10 stop read1I1g Siull" or Ma.Xllll magazllle. Yeah,
there are a bUllch of hot chIcks, but
they're fee d ing us garbage advice. Plus,
it makes you look like an idiot. You want
ad vice? Read GQ .

Exposure

Ready to tum on the disco ball and rock
out? Then check out Under the Influence
of Giants at the Abbey Pub. 3420 W.
Grace St. The show starts at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $12 at the door, but $10 In
advance, It's also an 18 and over show,

TUESDAY
The Museum of Contemporary Art. 220
E, Ch icago Ave. , tries to prove the pen is
mightier than the sword with ~lit Gangs
of Chicago: Hands on Stanzas." The program strives to pair local poets with
Inner-city youth to explore the power of
spoken word. The workshop runs from
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. and is free.

WEDNESDAY
Chicago Scriptworks performs a staged
reading of Stanley F, Werse's ·Opus In a
Minor Key' at t he Chicago Cultural
Center's Studio Theater, 72 E,
Washington. A $ 5 donation is requested.
Reservations can be made by visiting
chicagoscriptworks.org or calling (312)
264-{)123

- THURSDAY
Give thanks for last week's snow day by
joining the Fellowship Baptist Church
Choir as they perform excerpts from their
new CD. Celebrating the Life, Love and
legacy of Dr. l ou Della-Evans Reid, at
the Woodson Regional Library, 9525 S.
Halsted St. The show begi ns at 6 p.m.
and is free.

FRIDAY
Get your winter fright fix at Fangorla's
Weekend of Horror In the Wyndham
Chicago O' Hare, 6810 N. Mannhelm Rd .
Actors Doug Brad ley of Heflraiser and
Jared Padalecki of Supernatural will be a
part of this event. General ad mission is
$15 Frtday, $20)Saturday and Sunday.
The convention is open from 3 p.m. to 8
p.m, Check out fangori a,com for com·
plete details.

SATURDAY
Red Rover, Red Rover, let readers come
overl The SpareRoom hosts its 11.th
experiment. MFourth Sound BaCk," The
event showcases artists and writers who
will present their long·distance collaborations. Suggested donation is $3. Th e
show starts at 7 p.m.

SUNDAY
Til e Neo-futurlsts wi ll host an Oscar
night show and party at the NeoFuturarium . 5153 N. As hl and Ave.
Tickets are $25, which Includes food
and the show. The event begins at 6 p.m.
and runs until all the little gold men are
hand ed out .

Nelles/The Chron icle
In a sce ne rich with sym boli sm. two Illinois State Police office rs stand guard over a massive Ame ncan flag on a bui ld·
ing neighboring the former State Capitol building as Sen . 8ara ck Obama (D·II1. ) anno un ces his bid for the 2008 presl'
dency on Feb. 8 .

AM I
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Hoppiness is 0
worm woler gun
Water gun assassination tournament makes a splash
By Chrissy Mahlmeister/ Assistant A&E Editor
Meet the Mustache Commander.
Under his sly demeanor and si nister stache lies an ex-assassin.
Though hi s stalking days are
over, he's teaching city' dwellers
his seedy ways. The Commander,
as wel l as two brothers from
either coast of the U.S. are both
bringing Chicago their very own
water gun assassi nat ion tournaments, the first starting A pril 2.
A hefty prize of $ 1000 awaits the
assassin that can stay dry
throughout the 28 days.
Hagan Blount, the creator of
the w.ater gun assassination tournament known as Interficio,
exp lained the game in extremely
simple terms: You have a target
and somebody else has you as a
target. You try to "kill" them by
drenching them in water. After
the kill is made, the player then
goes after their victim's target.
Since the game is primarily
stalk ing with water weaponry,
it 's necessary the pl ayer knows
every single thing about his or

her target. The player knows
w hat the victim looks like; his or
her phone number, home and
work address , e-ma~l -eve r y
thi~g.
Don't burst those water ba lloons just yet; it's not as easy as
it sounds. After the player
researches the target, he or she
stakes out locations around
where the person is most likel y
to be, meaning a possible six
hours crouched in prickly bushes, inches away from the ne ighbor's incessantly barking terrier.
The player lugs water guns or
any type of water artillery specifically made to .get somebody wet.
And sorry, Aquafina bottles and
coffee mugs filled with water
don't CO~!1t. After the kill is complete, the player anxiously texts a
code to .the Interfic io website a~d
it officially registers the kill.
:
"You don 't know a thing aboit
the person coming for you~'
Blount said. " You have to be on
your guard at, all times to make

sure no one is coming for you.
I'm actually playing right now. I
have a water gun in my pocket."
Sometimes the assassin can
even put on a costume or a disguise to help further their chances
of eliminating their target. The
Mustache Commander, the organizer of another water gun assassination
organization
ca lled
Streetwars, puts that tip near the
top of hi s list.

"When I decide to be unseen I
put on a blue dress shirt, khaki
pants, brown shoes, comb my hair
and actually look like someone
who works in the high-tech cor-

porations

in

San

Franciso,"

Commander said. " I'll walk right
by them and they won't even recognize me 'cause I blend into the
crowd."
Blount said there are three
rou nds of eliminations, and th e
player has to kill to stay ali ve; th e
player can't just spend the entire
month hiding from their assassin .
"If you're not act ive, if you're

The Mustache Commander (right) and a fellow water assassin
stand ready to drench their targets.
not having fun, if you're not playing the game for what it's meant
to be, you'll be kicked o ut,"
Blount said.
Although the water gun assassination tournament is usually
filled with honest people, once in
awhile there will be a soie loser or
a cheater.
Cheating occurs when playersgive the wrong information like

a fake address, phone number or
e-maiL This means they will
never end up bei ng hunted and
killed.
"Somebody has threatened me
because they got kicked out for
giving bad information," Bl ou!1t
said. "They said, •All right, we're
See Water Guns, Page 25
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"'I' EGC OptlOru., LLC

Our egg donor program is completely anonymous and Is

owned and operated

by aur prolo$$lonal andcoltng

nursing sfalf.

We are in need of healthy, !lon"smoking females
between the ages of 21-30 years old,
lQC'" ph~.lci""t uvMI",b l~
M~t~h~$ n'~de q'li~kIY .
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Breakfast Served ALL Dayl
Daily Restaurant & Bar Specialsll

+ Full Bar +

Plasma TV's

* *10% off for Staff, Faculty & Students
1

327 S. PLYMOlITH CT
(312) 361.· 12 12

ADT SECURITY
#1 DEALER PROGRAM
IN AMERICA

Now hiring in our
promotions dept.
No experience
necessary, will train.

$600-$1000 a week
Employee Recognition
Benifit package
Advancement opportunities

Call Mon-Fri 8am -5pm
Jeff 708-432-3100
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Color remixed.

In five briWant colors and just $79, the 1GB iPod shuffle lets you
wear up to 240 songs on your sleeve. Or your lapel. Or your belt.
Clip on iPod shuffle and wear it as a badge of musical devotion

Apple Store - Columbia College
Suite 224
33 East Congress Parkway
Chicago, Illinois

www.colum.edu/applestore
applestore@colum.edu
(312)-344-8MAC'
Facebook Group: Columbia Apple Students

60605

Columbia
C 0 L ' L t:

~
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Authorized Campus Store
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Kristin Kolter
~
by Joshua Covarrubias . ,

~ been
s~ or do
strange thin
someti
blic

ny, la unched the website U4Prez.com in
Janua ry. The s ite is s imilar to MySpace in
that anyone can make his or her own pro'

fil e. Users select a political pa rty, ta ke a
sta nce on some major issues a nd debate
political topics.
The first t wo weeks afte r its official
la unch drew ove r 300,000 visito rs, over
45,000 votes we re cast. As of Feb. 12,
t here are 192 De mocr ats, 132 Republicans
a nd 54 In depe ndent •.
Eventuall y, a wi nner fro m each pa rty
wi ll be vi rtually elected a nd given their
own webpage, wh ich Intralink will thon
.end to Wash ington politici an. through a
din'Ct mai l a nd e- ma il ca mpaign. The idea
is to get the flvu rngu person's voice and
idea. heard.
J<;ric Gurr, director of web ma rketing for

has to make an impact," he said. '1t could
push someone to the front ~o become a
viable candidate."
However, experts think that to be a
preside ntial candidate, someone not only
has to be well'known and respected, but
fina ncially ready for a campaign.
''The thought that an average smart
person could run for the presidency some
years hence is pretty unrealistic," said
Doris Graber, a political science professor
at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
.. ~Whoeve r it is, and no ma tter how
sma rt, . any potential candidate needs a
s trong, politically' savvy organization to
bac k his or her effort a nd to assist in rais'
ing millions of dolla rs- that requires a
huge network of contacts which most peo'
pie who are new to the political game cannot control," Gra ber said.
Another professor of political science,
Tim Needles, who has n profil e of his own
on U41'rez, think. it is unlikely a nd prob'
a bly in t he nation'. best interest if the
pro.identi nl cundidute does not como out
of t he pool of average citizens. He did point
out , though, thut in other political rac"s,
thoro ore olroudy "overage Joe" candi '
dates, a nd t hey have a bottor chanco to
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"lf we get over a million users, then it
has to make an impact. It could push
someone to the front to become a
viable candidate,"-Eric Gurr
average citizen to
their name and
public somehow.
Internet to gain
and get their
through sites like
U4prez hopes to
and those who are

on it every day since then,"
King, a morning radio show host at
in Indiana.
King said he has always been
in politics, but only recently has he
ered becoming a politician.
The site makes some users feel
might be good contenders,
aren't 8S many restrictions for a
candidate as in a real

old, users can't rate themselves,
have to be
dirty words or
Can include up to 10 pages "LM",'O'"
While the age requirement for a
dential candidate is at least 35 .
U4Prez didn't want to set the same
because they feel it is important for
body to get their voices heard.
"A lot of schools are using the
history or civics lesson," Gurr
want people to have fun with it but
overboard."
But what initially attracts u'sers
website is its interactive eniOel'1tauOl
"It seemed like a fun deal to do,

lAM

Follow-up to Gnarls Barkley debut on horizon?
By Nekesa Mumbl/AP
Three years ago, Brian Bunon,
better known as Danger Mouse,
was the toast of the Internet
tl'\ his wildly popular,
' .. ",J ".,d "' ')rnp' t:lci,
' l
:rey
Album, a mash-up 01 I.
. ..Itles
While album and Jay-Z 's Th e
Black Album.
Though many music aficiona-

dos knew the 29-year-old Danger
Mouse for his eclectic co ll abora-

tions with rapper-friends like MF
Doom and Jem in i. ii's safe to say
th at The Grey Album put him on
the mainstream musical map.

But Danger Mouse never wanted that album, a fun side project
for his friends, to be his musical
landmark. As he worked hard on

two upcoming projects, he hoped
he wouldn't always be defined as
that mash-up guy.
-It paid off. One of those projects was th e platinum-~elling
Gnarls Barkley, the groovy, retrorock sou l duo he created with
eee-Le, which had perhaps the
most infectious jam of last year
with the !Tippy "Crazy."
Gnarls won two of four
Gram my bids at the Feb. 11
awards ceremony- best alternative rock a lbum and best
urban/alternative performance.
Danger Mouse was singled .out
for another nod in the producer of
the year category, but lost to Rick
Rubin. who worked on lohpny
G.ash's American v.. A H undred

Highways and Red Hot Chili
Peppers ' Stadium Arcadium .
Yo u 've don e ma ny different
projects and collaborations
over the years. Wh at was it
about Gnarls Barkley that
m ade it such a mainst ream success?
Danger Mouse: I g uess it 's
Cee-Lo. That voice of his is
amazing. It hit people instantly,
that song. You never:; know when
a song like that is going to come
around . it worked out pretty

Brian Burton, aka Danger Mouse, was nominated for producer of

good.

the year at the Grammys for his work with Cee-Lo Green.

Had you intended for Gna rls
Barkley to be a permanen't
band?
1 don' t think either one of us
intended for it to be such a li veoriented thing, but once we put
the band together and tried it out,
it turned out good, 1 think the
main thing was once we started
spending time together on the
road, we realized that we were
really compatible and became

me out when there's a best new
artist and I have three of their
records before that, so I don't
think that was a m istake.

really good friends. If that hadn't
happened, I don 't think we wou ld
be touring like 'we are now.
Even though Gnarls Barkley is
nominated for multiple awa rds,
you g uys were shut out of the
best new artist category. Did
that surp rise you?
Neither one of us is really a
new artist . That always weirds

Do you plan to continue Gnarls
Barkley or was this a one-time
thing?
We've already started actually.
We've gone into the studio a couple of times. O nce we were on
tour and everything and playing
to all these people, we were like,
' Oh, we've got to do this again:'
With your success, you must
have record companies and
artists whispering in your ear
to make the next hit. How do

you fight the temptation to
become that producer wbo
churns out a lot of hits ?
You didn 't make it sound very

appealing [Iaughsl . The way
you've just described it, it doesn't seem like a hard thing to turn
down! ... What I do is definitely
different: I' m a Iinle bit selfish _
with the world that I'm in I guess,
and I kind of want people to
come into my world as opposed
. to going into theirs
I don't
want to necessarily do the next
so-and-so record and hope that
it 's good.
Will we ever see a Danger
Mouse solo CD?
You know, every time I think
about doing a solo CD, the first
thing I think about is who I' m

going to get on it [laughs]. It·s
not really that interesting to.me; I
like working with people with
music much more than I do just
working with myself.

Three decodes of the 'Wheel'
'Wheel of Fortune' gets contract through 2012
By Bruce SmIth/ AP
It 's a simple game some
learned to play in grade school.

But add a colorful 2-ton wheel.

1983. About 500 contestants

cameras, a spirited audience and
hosts like old friends and you

appear yearly, and last season
the show gave away 59 million
in cash and prizes.
It is o ne of 'severa l game
shows; including " The Price is

have " Wheel of Fortune." which
has lit up TV screens for more
than th ree decades.
" Wheel of Fortune," now in
its 24th season in syndication, is
watched by an estimated 46 million viewers across America
each week . CBS Television
Distribution recently announced
the show will air at least through

the 2011 -2012 season .
" It's hangman with prizes,"
said Hany Friedman, the show's
executive producer, who said
it 's hard to put a fin ger on the
show 's appeal. '" wish I could
say exactly what it is because
then we would bottle it and sell
it--or at least clone it."
" This is the one half-hour a
day th at cross es generational
lines, an'd I think it's had somethin g to do with the success,"

host Pat Sajak suggested in

.'

joining in 1981 and White a year
later. It moved to syndication in

between rece nt tapings in
C harle ston. S.C, "Televis ion is
very splintered now. It 's not a
mass medium anymore."
But the masses still know
Sajak and Ameri ca's favo rite
Jetter-turner, Vanna White,

The show debuted on network
te levision in · 1975 with Sajak

Right" and "Jeopardy." that has
been on the air for decades.

"The . Price

is

Right."

the

longest-running game show in

TV history. debuted in 1972.
Chris Lamb, a communications professor who teaches a
course in mass media and soc iety at the College of Charleston.

said the reasons for the show 's
longevity include familiarityand the dream anyone cou ld be a
contestant and win .
" We live vicarious ly through

the players on • Wheel of
Fortune ...• he said . ... Jeopardy'
is 'Wheel' wi th a master's
degree-it requi res a little bit of.
work."
White is a native of North
Myrtle Beach, and th e show was
tap ing in North Charleston as
part of a " Vanna Co mes Home"
week of shows. She joined

" Wheel of Fortune" after heading to the West Coast to pursue
an acting career.

"I ju.tthought ' I' m

'0

happy

to have a job, even if it lasts a

couple of years.' I never thought

it wou ld last for 24 [yearsl ." she
said. '" don ' t know what to say.
It 's j ust been a great·run for me,

and I'm thrilled."
"Even if you don 't watch the
show every day, it-'-5 comforting
to know that it's there," Sajak
said. " It's like the sunset. You
mi ght not go out and see it
everyday, but it' s nice to know
it's, happeni ng."
'
Friedman said Sajak and
White have been crucial to 1he
show's longevity.
" They're like dear friends
who come into your home every
evening," said Friedman, executive producer since 1999. "Pat is
witty and affabl e and smart .
Vanna is warm and friend ly.
These are people you want to be
around and it comes through
very clearly."
The show has seen changes
over the years. The letters now

light up after White touc hes a
puzzle sq uare . In the early days,
she manua lly turned boxes conta inin g th e letters w ith the puzzle c lues.
" Don't mention anything, but

they could do the show without
me." White laughed. "They have
computers now and th ey can just

light up themselves. But we
won' t te ll them that."

Pat Sajak and Vanna WhIte have been the televIsion personalltes of
'
'Wheel of Fortune' since the early 19805.
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Water guns:
Aqua assassins
eager to soak
unsuspecting
Chicagoans
Continued from Page 20
going to stalk you now! ' and I'm
like, 'Yeah, right , Whatever,
buddy. It's just a game.' They
were cheating the game to get the
$1,000. It 's just like anything
else-if you
have money
involved, somebody's going to get
a little bit weird ,"
But after the game begins, the
players are allowed to give fal se
infonnation. If a player 's assassin

calls them and asks where they
work, it's best to lie'about it.
Blount said the best way to sur·
vive the game is through paranoia,
among other things.
" Act like somebody is out to
kill you," Bl ount said. " If you act
like somebody is out to kill you,
you'll be pro perl y paranoid
enough to survi ve by say. parking
your car four or. fi ve blocks from
where you live. Or, go in the back
door instead of the front. Al ert the
security system in your building
that if anybody comes looking for
you to give them the wrong infor·
mation."
The game has only officiall y
been played once in Washington,
D.C. According to Blount, it was
reall y successful . although some
of the kinks need to be worked
out . The website is currently in

beta mode, or a trial version, and
is onl y being used to playa couple
of games before it gets an upgrade
to become more "robust.··
"The challenge in the game was
administe ring it," said Tim
Blount, the web developer and
brot her of Interficio's creator.
"There has to be somebody who
oversees the game, who creates
the hiemrchy of who you have to
go atter. I' m try ing to set it up so
the computer does mostly every·
thing, to ta ke out as much human
interaction as possible so the webs ite can run the game."
While the Blount brothers are
sti ll learning how to market the
game across the large r metropolitan area, text messaging kills help
keep things si mple.
"We' re sti ll feel ing it out," Tim
Blount said. "The whole aspect of

I AU

the texting when you ki ll some- 'like actually earning moncy and
body is a new thing we can bri ng going to work. And also gelling
to the game. It also helps bring the hell a wasted." the Commander
said.
game to a larger audience."
The reason for the bars being a
In the Washington, D.C. game.
one of the problems was that peo- safe zone is bec~H1se the Mustache
ple traveled long distances to hunt Commander \\ ants the players to
and kill their target, but in the still interact with each other, c."\'en
Chicago version it's arranged in if they are out to kill them .
"We want people to havc a
sma ller pockets.
"You don't have to drive an moment
of
truth."
the
hour any more," Hagan Blount Commandc:r said. "We want lhl!1ll
said. "You only have to drive five to J1ll!ct in a bar and talk it over. It
minutes. Your tmget wil! be just also helps the players increase
down the road."
tht!ir chances of hooking up with
Within the water gun touma- other players. We have numerous
ment there are multiple safe hookups within players and it
zones, including the square block wa nns my hl!art and I highly
around a targct's workplace, pub- encourage it."
lic transporta tion and bars, to
name a few.
"Wc don't want to intefVene on cmahlmeistet@ chlVlliclemail.com
the more important things in life

How To Stay DrY In The Heated World Of Water Gun
!'
Assassination:
Be .alert
Be in character
Be paranoid
Wear a disguise or costume
Keep hunting instead of hiding
Give out ·false information
Have water gun handy at all
times

Deadline: Friday. March 2. 2007

Studs Terkel Scholarship

$1,500 for a Columbia student in
Journalism, TV, Radio, or Film!
Jo in reporters, grass roots co mmu n ity leaders, and
others at the annual St uds Terk el Med ia Award s
March 2 8.
S"an P.lnek F.hey. wllO wOtl,., 2006 fo,
• dO"im""IiU)' on ~ople OVlJfConvnQ /"""
dluo~t"'$ rnfi pro~led" f' lfme, who bul l
Community Media Works ho p, th e no npro fit based "lfeCIO,l1e
tould "ev.g"le from hi> Ow"
w"""lt:h"" "'telV"d h'l che," e nd .wenJ
at Co lum bia Co llege Chicago that promo tes news
""m Provo.1 SI"v" Ke".,lII" 1.,1 APf~
that matters, wi ll recogni ze and grant $ 1,500 cash
to a student w hose work exemp lifi es th e s pirit o fStud~ Te rke l.

Deadline is Friday, February 16-to a pply. sen d
Sample ofth e project, article, film , tape, or co mbinati o n thereof
Letter of recommendation from a Columbia Co ll ege faculty member
The letter shou ld ex plain why and how the project illustrates Stud~ Tcrkel's 1I1l1que way of
recognizing and ce lebrating the ex traordinary accomplishments or viSions of ordin My
people.

Tcrke l Sc ho lars h ip, Co m m un ity Media Wo rkshop, 600 S . M ich igan , Cillcago ,
IL 60605 . O r d rop o ff al 6 19 S . Wabas h, 2nd fl oor). For more info rma lion. ca ll
or ema il: gordon@newsllps.org or 3 I 2- 344-7722 .

Tue 2/20 - Rock & Roll Muchacha DJ Alex
\2 Rebel Yell Bourbon + Red, Hot g Blue - 7pm music film

Weds 2/21 - Stranger OJ Jason
Spins Gene Vincent~s B-day
$2. PBR Longnecks & Old Crow Bourbon

Thur 2/22 - Jump Up! Records'
Ska & Reggae DJ Chuck Wren
Spins The Deals Gone Bad Cd Release Party

W ho is eligible? Any registered Columbia graduate or undergraduate who has taken courses or majors
journalism. lelevlslon, radiO or film

In

What is the Terkel perspective o r d oc ument a ry I pproa ch? Terkel, the Pulitzer Pr17.c wUlning wflter of
Working, Race, and other important oral hlslones, has always paId dost allentlon \5) thc often overlooked or
fo rgo nen peopte, often gIVing a voice to the vOiceless I-Ie found and made usc of " unoffiCial" grassroots
sources-focusing on Chicago-area reSIdents and commulllty folks who work 10 make [hiS a heller place to
live.
What kiads or projects wou ld q U l liry~
A documental)' o r feature stOI)' on a commullll)' housmg or education effort would quall ry, those about a 'day
in the I[ re" ofa political or corporate leader probably wo uld not qua lify. A documental)' fil m about I
comm unity " barbershop" would qualify, one aboul a rock star would not The willne r wd l be selected by a
comminec of board and staff from the Community Media Wo rkshop With vigorous IIlput from Studs Terkel,
himself
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'Oeod Girl' Wolking

Strong cast ressurects 'Crash' formula with mixed results
By Matt Fagerholm/Assistant A&E Ed itor

In the opening scene of last
year's Oscar-winner for Best
Picture, a little film named Crash,
detective
Graham
Waters
approaches the scene of a crime.
" What do you got?" he asks a nearby detective, who in tum simply
replies, "dead kid." Sure enough" a
bloodied body is found lying within the blades of grass on the side of
the road.
This isolated corpse will not
only assist in tying the film's haIfa-dozen storylines together, but
also act as a symbolic representative of the filmmaker 's intended
soc ial commentary. The early
moments of 17le Dead Girl suggest
that director Karen Moncrieff has
blatantly borrowed Crash 's plot
structure by opening with a c haracter fmding the mutilated corpse of
a girl-in a grassy field no less.
While the dead kid in Crash
symbolized the cost of racial prejudice, among other things, the
dead girl here seems to represent
all women ever to be preyed upon,
exploited, and mutilated by an
unsettlingly indifferent society.
Thi~ is the sophomore directorial effort from Moncrieff, whose
feature debut was 2002 's Blue Car,
which deftly studied the destructive relationship fonned between a
young -girl and her lustful English
teacher. That film brought delicate
observation to a plot ripe for sensationalism, and the result was a quietly affecting drama as believable
as it was deeply disturbing. With

8"xl0", I!:tl.S3.l9
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Dead Girl, Moncrieff instead aims
for the jugular vein by utilizing the
now-commonplace mosaic of
intertwining lives-most recently
used by Best Picture nominee
Babel------combined with an all-star
cast to bring her societal outtage to
the mass-market.
Yet as Moncrieff's ambitions
grow, the subtlety she displayed in
her first film starts to dissipate.
Consisting of five vignettes that
focus on women personally affected by the victim's death, the film 's
thematic intent becomes redundant
and at times even preachy. Thank
God Moncrieff found a cast so
exemplary it just manages to pull
the whole thing off.
The first segment would have
forge d into broadly contrived territory if it weren't for the aching vulnerability Toni Collette brings to
the role of Arden, a young woman
practically beaten into submission
by her invalid mpther, played
laughably by Piper Laurie. She
delivers the exact same perfonnance she gave as the maternal religious zea lot in Carrie (1976),
which worked for that film 's dark
satire, but not within this film 's
uncompromis ingly bleak realism.
This entire segment could' ve
turned into a low-rent sequel to
Carrie, had that film's protagonist
not developed telekinesis, and
grew up to be equally miserable
and sheltered----hell , Arden even
resembles an adult Carrie- ye t
Collette reigns in a fonnida ble

humanity .that is the sequence's
sole source of cred ibility. She discovers the girl's gory corpse, leading to the second chapter where
forensics student Leah- played by
Rose Byrne- thinks that the girl's
identity could be that of her longlost sister, a fact her mother- an
overacting Mary Steenburgenrefuses to acce.pt. Both of these
vignettes focus on women so damaged by society that their lives are
stuck in limbo, while their salvation m~y lie in the newfound openness of a budding relationship.
The last three sec tions are
unquestionably stronger. Mary
Beth Hurt, an actress who has perfec ted play ing women brimmi.ng
with di scontent since Woody
Allen 's Interiors (1978), is fi ercely
memorable as Ruth, an aging
housewife willing to preserve her
maniage to a deadbeat husbandno matter. how unhappy or dangerous- it may prove to be. Next up
is Marcia Gay Harden, who was so
devastating in last year's American
Gun, and here p lays the similar
role of a mother struggling to make
up for her fa il ings as a parent by
picking up the pieces of her
deceased child 's life. Harden 's
scenes with her child's roommate,
played exquisi tely by Kerry
Washington, are the film 's most
dramatically satisfying moments .
T hen comes a fi nal act that
exemplifies all the film 's strengths
and weaknesses, as it fo llows the
titular dead girl-an abused

Brittany Murphy plays the title role in Karen Moncrieff's unsettling
new ensemble drama 'The Dead Girl. '

daughter- turned -pr os ti tu tethrough her final hours of life.
She's played by Brittany Murphy,
in a performance so much more
vibrant than the majority of the
film that one wishes she were
allowed more screen time.
In the end, Murphy's segment
doesn 't add or detract from the
previous scenes. While this allows
each scene to stand on its own, it
makes the overall enterprise feel
like a decided letdown. If
Murphy 's fina l hours were interspersed between the dissimilar
vignettes-while eliminating the
more excessive moments, like
Byrne 's speechifying and Laurie's
hysterics-the film would have
had a connecting thread to pull the
audience through.
As it stands, The Dead Girl is
only intermittently absorbing. It.
doesn't hold a candle to masterful
ensemble dramas like Nine Lives
(2005) and Thirteen Conversations
about One Thing (2001), and if it

does finally emerge as a moderate
success, it's largely due to the great
work from Collette, Hurt, Harden,
Washington and Murphy.
Yet the empathy Moncrieff feels
for her fema le victims, as well as
her anger at a world aiming its violent tendencies at them, is never in
doubt. Murphy simply wants to
live a peaceful life with her lover,
where there's nothing but "trees
and sky."
Ironic that the last thing she ever
saw, from her view in the bloodstained field, was the leering
branches of trees and a limitless

sky.
mfagerholm@Chroniclemail.com

'The Dead Girl'
Directed by Karen
Mancrieff
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For rent: delivery driver
colves
Denver man auctions his leg space on eBay
By Kristin Kalter/Assista ntA&E Editor

When some people find themselves in a financial strugg le in
life, they take out loans, get
another job or sell things precious to them. But a new trend
across the nation is renting body
space as advertising space.
From pregnant women to
blue-collar workers, people are
posting ads on online auction
sites. This form of advertising is
still being tested, and it 's
unclear what it
draws
more
attention to--the
ad or the person
selling his or her
body.
Preston
Ref, land, a 35year-old delivery
driver for a liquor
company, recently decided to give
this method a try
when he found
himself
struggling fmancially.
Refsland 'works
in Denver, but
grew up in Kansas
and Minnesota.
Last year he
moved back to
MmneSbta fOf a feW' montlis after
,break,ipg his leg and received several job offers l· there. - When he
realized he wasn't really making it
fuiancially with the new job, he

went back to Denver and started
working as a deli very driver
again.
He said moving back and
forth cost him a lot of money.
Now he is trying to dig himself
out of the hole he got in , plus hi s
daughter needs braces.
" It 's not a deep hole,"
Refsland said. "I'm just trying
to get back to nonnal- get back
on my feet."
When he saw
all the attention
and offers a
pregnant woman
in Chicago got
a fter
offering
space on her
belly
in
exchange
for
Superbowl tickets, he thought
he could pull off
a similar trick,
only for money.
" I thought it
was goofy for
someone to do
that at first, but
anyth ing
w ill
work at this
point," he sa id .
Refs land
js
auctioning off his calves to the
highest bidder. He doesn't want
a penn anent ad, but more like a
temporary tattoo. This way he
can rotate ads as well.

He sa id he wears shorts every
day unless it's below zero, or if
he is sick.
"Every day I get comments on
my legs," he said .
Refsland sa id he averages
between fi ve and 10 com ments a
day on his bare legs. He fi gures
for every one person who com ments on them, there are at least
is to 20 others who are looking
or thinking about them, but not
saying anything.
He put the auction for his calf
space up on eBay, where he is
asking for $3,000 a leg, or
$5,000 for both. The lowest' he
said he would like to accept is
$2,000 a leg, but he might even
go down from that if necessary.
"If [the advertisement] was
classy, I might stomach it for
loss ... not literally," he said.
But that doesn' t mean he wi ll
accept any offer.
"I ' m already going to be
laug hed at," he said. " I don't
want something that 's going to
make me lo ok even more
awful."
He wouldn ' t do anything that
either misprepresents him or is
too provocative, like STO medication ads.
" I don't know if I'd want to
do Trojan," he said. "But maybe
I would , that might look cool."
Refsland said it would take "a
stupid .amount of money" for

"I don't
know if I'd
want to do
Trojan ... but
maybe I
would, that
might look
cool. "
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The highest bidder every month will see their ads go on Preston
Refsland's calves (pictured above). Th is is how his photo
appears on eBay.

him to consider anything ques- reasoning or method for a claim
tionable.
to fam e.
But he would be proud to
" If the money is good, go fo r
show off some ads. He sa id if a . it," Su leim an said.
health club or fitness vitamins
He doubted that too many ads
gave him an offer, he wou ld be wou ld grab hi s attention so
honored because it wo uld say much that they would convince
something positive about him.
him to buy that product.
He fee ls he is already adver"It depends on what it was
ti si ng on his body with a tattoo for," he sa id. "If it was a movie
that is the logo of the rock band ad and it tied in to the movie
somehow, I might go check it
Dream Theater.
Much like tattoos, the peop le out."
putting the ads on their bodies
Refsland in sists he is not
are the ones getting more atten- doing this to attract attention to
tion than the actual ads. Some himself, and said he wouldn ' t be
marketing experts fee l thi s isn't doing it if he didn 't really need
really advertising, but more of a the money.
However, the on ly prob lem is
publi c relations stunt.
" As with a ll ad verti sing you he doesn ' t have any c urrent
have to test it to see if it works," Qids. As of Feb. 15, he said he
sai d Margot Wallace. a market- Had over 200 peop!e look at his
ing communication teac her at listing and one e-mail from a
Columbia.
company that see med interested,
Wallace said th e PR for thi s but never wen t through with a
type of adverti sement has been bid.
good, but the advertising aspect
He also me ntioned another
can't really be mea sured yet.
request, wh ich he wasn' t sure
"There is no system yet for was legit. He said a man asked
measuring ads on hum an bod- him if he would put a rainbow
ies- meaning how many eye- on one leg and "gay pride" on
balls saw it and reacted o n it," the other, with a website belo w
she sa id.
it. But Refsland never received
Another
reason
Walla ce a response back fr om that bidder
belie ves some companies try after he sa id that particular ad
advert ising on humans is wou ld be $5,000 a leg.
He does ha ve some competibeca use those ads usually get a
lot of attention and res ponse. ti on though. A pregnant woma n
Shc sa id this is because they arc is auction ing space on her stOI11marketing in ways that peop le ach and has a bid. There is a lso
aren ' t used to or have n't see n a man offeri ng forehe ad space
beforc.
and a couple of people offering
Not eve rybody would stoop 10 space on thei r ca rs.
Refs land's lcve l of marketing.
Still , Refsland rema ins hopeSha riff Su lei man, a se nior ful he ca n pull otT a deal and
film major at Co lumbia, sa id hc even strike some kind of agrel'would ne ver co nsider ren ting ment with SI.~VCf31 eo mpanil's to
any space o n hi s body.
lI SC his spacl.' one month al a
" I don' t like expos ing myself time . If the kgs work, he said,
that muc h," he said. " It 's more he cou ld also try ilnd renl :;.pa(.'I.'
of a publi c ity stum fo r that per- on hi s arm.
son. They ' re just trying to ge t
their namc o ut there."
kktt/ler@ t 'hrotlh '/elfUIII( '(11II
Still . he does n' t knock th e

Continued from page J
"[The movies are for] those pe0ple who really long to have quality
entertainment without having to
sift through or be exposed to content they would otherwise find
offensive."
He said Fox saw spiritual entertairunent as an underserved market
even before Gibson's Passion.
"The film didn't create [the marketplace J so much as illuminate
that it was there," Wallach said.

"[Our] goal is to be a successful
business- venture, but having said
that, the other interest would be to
effectively serve this marketplace.
And to serve the~ with good quality entertainment would be a goal
as well."
In order to fulfill the criteria for

suitable

family

entertainment,

Wallach said a Fox Faith film must
"be in' line with the Christian values system.".
Wallach also noted that most of
their films have "been based on
books by Christian authors," such
as Hangman Curse by Frank
Peretti.
.
Plarming the feature-length version of his short film, Vanderwyst,
a lifelong Catholic, has considered
contacting Fox Faith about the
possibility of distribution. He has,
already fonned a production com-

s

The box office phenomenon of Mel Gibson 's 'Passion of the Christ,' which grossed more than $370 million
.has led to a .resurgence of spiritual films, evidenced by emerging marketing labels such as 'Fox Faith.'

pany, Unveiled Pictures, to make
films that proclaim his spiritual
faith without polarizing audiences.
" I'm not out to preach,"
Vanderwyst said. "Out of the six
festivals [3.'/6] has Screened at,
only one of them was a Christian
festivaL We've been rejected by
some Christian festivals because
the violence and brief language
was too much for them."
His goal was to make a film
about . Jesus strikingly different
from those he had seen by attempting to view "Christ's saving action
from the perspective of God the
Father." According to Vanderwyst,
3,'/6 attempts to make the emotional agony of the sacrificial
child's parents resonate on a per-

sonal level, devoid of theological
boundaries. This may hold the key
to the film 's impact on wildly dissimilar sections of the viewing
public.
Other Christians have also
embraced this recent forging of
cinema and religion. In the northern suburb of McHenry, Ill. ,
Catholic Priest Father Robert
Sherry decid~d to make his homilies at the Church of Holy Apostles
more cinematic. He's installed a
PowerPo int machine that displays
images behind him , illustrating the
content of a given church service.
Impressed by spiritual films such
as Gibson's Passion and Fred
Zimmerman's 1967 Best Picture
winner A ' Man for All Seasons,

Sherry greatly admires the communicative power of cinema.
"Images are embedded in one's
mind far deeper than any words,"
he said.
The general consensus among
contemporary Christians is that
there is an inherent link between
film and spiritual expression.
"Church used to be the patron of
the arts," Sherry said. "Now theology is lagging behind film as the
more effective fonn of communication."
Sharing a simi la r view,
Vanderwyst
said:
"Ma ny
[Chri st ians} attribute the characteristic of 'immoral' to the film
art as a whole, which is a gross
mi sconception. Many kinds of

fine arts emerged through the
of
Middle-Aged
hi stor ies
churches, and it seems that
many Christians have forgotten
the sa nctity that lies wi thin art."
Yet Vanderwyst made clear
hi s concern when he said, "I
don't want to see my own reli gion careless ly exploited for an
increase in box office receipts."
Filmmakers like Vanderwyst
are sti ll waiting to' see whether
marketing labels like Fox Faith
are truly feeling the spirit, or
simply the weight of audience
demand.
mfagerholm@chroniclemail.com
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Blind couple united by love of cuckoo clocks
By Kate Arthur/AP

Success
Served Right
Earn Up to $20 Per Hour
depending on prior
Customer Service experience
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• Flexible Part-Time Schedules
• Day, Weekend ~ Overnight
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• Great Career Advancement
• Located Close to the Red Line
• No Telemarketing
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Cuckoo clocks areh't known for keeping pastor. Pastors had to be able to drive.
So he found a church he could walk to. .
perfect time. Something as simple as a
"When you can't see very well, you 90n't
change in the weather can cause them to
lose a fc,¥ minutes. So could a jarring or want people to know it," Anna said, ruming
vibration.
to face the 73-year-old man by her side. "A
"They're not perfect, but you love;: them lot of times people who are partially sightanyway," said Anna Darling of the 115 ed don't want to be considered blind so th~y
clocks in her two-bedroom apartment.
. try to fake it. That's what he tried to do for
She jokes that her husband, Don, who's a couple of y~ars until I found him."
collected timepieces since someone pressed
Even :cis a man in his 50s, a divorced
a pocket watch into his hand when he was father of two, he had · trouble admitting it.
5, married her for the family's 19th-century He mentioned to Anna that he had a pro~
German cuckoo clock, the one that hung lem shaving-he kept getting shaving
above the refrigerator in their Chicago flo- cream on his glasses ..
"Take your gJasses.offbefore you shave,"
ral shop.
.
That's wh~re Anna could be found after she told him.
school, folding and tucking bakery-style
Easy enough for someone who readily
corsage boxes and taking in the smell of admitted her blindness. When the sun
chilly carnations.
comes out, she can detect a brightnes~ but
Not that she couldn't have wired long- that's all.
'
Even with a teaching aegree in ·the '50s
stemmed roses and snipped baby's breath,
but it would have been difficult for a no one would hire a blind woman, so she
woman who had such limited vision that took dictation until the pounding migraines
from the concenlI11tion stopped her. .'
she never saw her mother's face.
She learned Swedish massage and; later
When she was about 5 years old, she
remembers hopping up on a table in the helped her husband at that time, Charles
doctor 's office, waiting quietly in the dark ,Derossett, in his vending bUsiness, moving
while doctors walked in and out, flashing to Bloomington. He died of cancer in 1988.
light in her eyes. She overheard them talkA few years later. on a weekend -..:isit to
ing outside but didn't know what they see a chil4hood frient;! in Chicago. she menwere saying. Retinitis pigmentQsa was too tioned she hated missing church when she
big a word for a 5-year-old, and too big a was away. Her friend told her she could fix
that and introduced heT ~ to Don, a retired
diagnosis.
In Lansing, Mich.,. 175 miles from her Presbyterian minister. They!'started going
Cicero home, there was a 5-year-old who out to lunch afteJ' church -on her ' weekend
srumbled when he tried to run. Born nearly visits and were mariied1hree years later, on
two months premature, he suffered from April 17, 1993, in front of~OO'p<ople.
optic nerve damage. The doctor told him
They still laugh about how }1)~~M) imes
simply that his eyes were never going to the process i~nal played before Ann~J!lade
work.
it down the too-long aisle. Fi'le years ago,
Describing it as "Swiss cheese vision," she convinced him to move chere from
he has black holes in his sight. He's never
read a book or been behind the wheel of a ..
car. Through high school, "tiis"'motll~r reacP '
his textbooks to him.
After picking up college degrees in history and English, be wanted to go to seminary
but was warned he 'd never find a job as a

,
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Anna Darling has 115 cuckoo clocks' In her· t'M~tdn:)()m Rn'Ir'"'Rn't.-SIn..
band, Don, have been collectIng clocks sInce they were
blind, they share a specIal bond reInforced by theIr collectIon,

Welcome 10 Brood
Glen Berger's 'The Wooden Breeks' makes
Midwest premiere at Lookingglass
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor
A strange thing happens when
fiction combines with real life and
. history combines with imagina·
tion: One gets caught between the
past and the present, questioning
which is actually taking place.
This is the case with The
Wooden Breeks by Glen Berger,
which made its Chicago premiere
at the Lookingglass Theatre, 821
N. Michigan Ave.
This intricately written and
1 sometimes confusing play begins
on an unnamed British coast w ith
a storyteller named Tom "the tinker" Bosch, played by Philip R.

by Abigail Droeger-begs Bosch
to tell him a story. The dialogue
makes it apparent he's done this
many times in the past.
Bosch, mourning over the loss
of Hetty, initially does not want to
tell the story because he doesn 't
want to continue reliving his love.
Yet, he says if "the magic fire" that
bums in the hillside graveyard
where he lives does not bum out,
he' ll concede. Despite all of
Bosch's attempts to extinguish the
flame, it keeps burning, like his
memories o( Hetty, and thus, he 's
forced to keep his word and tell a
Smith. Upon his entrance, one talC; to the young lad.
lbrough Bosch, the audience is
becomes strikingly aware of the
set, as it is designed in such a way taken to the miserable town of
that it seems as if he is walking Brood, filled with a host of stock
into a 3-D painting. The short characters-including the old
hills that fonn the graveyard look maid, the young lovers, the miser·
realistic, like the grass was tram- able grave digger, the "do right"
pled on as long as the hills have old man, the outsider- and not
existed and the costumes are much else. The most intriguing of
reminiscent of the Victorian era, ' them is Jarl van Hoother, played
w ith men in tail coats and women by Andrew White, a man who
in long dresses carrying the occa· reads anthologies on scientific top.ics, but has never left his post in a
sional parasol.
The play is essentially about light house to experience the out·
love, death, life and loss. Bosch is side world.
madly in love with Hetty G ri ggs,
There's a great mystery brewing
played by Louise Lamson , who in the town as an exhwned coffin
mysteriously disappears. He was found to have scratches on the
believes Hetty ran off with a inside, meaning the person was
sailor and left her son orphaned. buried alive. A young saleswoman,
The boy- Wicker Griggs, played Miss Spoon-who looks strikingly

similar to Hetty Griggs-arrives to
ease their wornes. Spoon tells the
citizens of Brood about new bell
devices that would ensure they
wou ld not be buried before dteir
time. A string attached to the fmger
of the dead would be hung to an
outside bell. So, if someone is
buried by accident, they have a
way of letting others know.
As Spoon denies her identity as
Hetty to Bosch, he continues to
weave his tale and the conflict
between the world of the story and
the real world become more
blurred.
This grim tale is a dark comedy,
and the story itself is a confusing
one. The more one watches, the
more the pieces seem to come
together, but they don't quite fit.
Bosch is the storyteller, but he
doesn't know what event w ill
occur next, as if he's making the
whole thing up as he goes along.
He interacts with Miss Spoon,
Hetty and Wicker while they're a
part of the imaginary story, but
none of the other characters seem
to know he exists. Little back·
ground infornlation is given to the
characters, so many subplots are
left up 10 the audience's imagina~
lion to figure out.
That's part of the intrigue and
frustration of this play, Nothing is
really cut and dry and one scene

Louise La mson and Philip R. Smith share a long lost love in Glen
Berger's 'The Wooden Breeks,' directed by Heidi Stillman.

overlaps into another so smoothJy $50. VISit lookingglassthea/re.org
that it's hard to tell what world for more information.
one's supposed 10 be in at any
mkroeck@chroniclemail.com
given moment. The play feels like
one long version of Clue: One
'The Wooden Breeks'
knows the characters, the game
and the rules, puts on their "thinkDirected by Heidi
ing cap" and plays to see how the
. Stillman
.
SIOry will change. It's not easy to
figure out, but it 's a new approach
to an old game.
The Wooden Breeks rnns
through March II. 7icke/sare $2Q.. '
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Condidofe or omedy
Multi-tasking comedian Jon Stewart is just a stand-up guy
By Connie OgJe/ MCT

To the rabid fans of Comedy

over. You have to have your own
internal barometer about how you
feel about this stu fT. That's all
you can go on .
" I don't ride the pony as ha rd
as I used to," Stewart sa id . "On
good nights in the old days, you 'd
think 'I'm Pryor!' If you had a
bad night you 'd think, ' You have
to fill out those appli cations for
g rad sc hool now. ' But when
you've been doing it for a long
time, you can be forgiving even if
you don't give a pea k performance." he sai d .
This information Wi ll come as
no surp rt se: About comed y,
Stewart is hilarious. as swi ftl y
sa rdonic as he is on "The Dail y
Show," w hic h he has hosted si nce
1999.
On the phone from the s how 's
New Yo rk o ffi ce, he disc ussed
getti ng his eye gouged out in the
horror film The Faculty.
'" hope you appreciate that the
substance that made my eye foam
was quite caus ti c," Stewart sai d.
"The guys who did the spec tal
effects sa id , ' It 's gonna be a little
vi negar, a littl e powder, a httle
acid and it rea cts when it hi ts the
back of you r eye , but don't
worry
He sa id that it's harde r hosti ng
the pres ident of Pakistan than the
Oscars.
"You realize no mailer what
that guy does he is riski ng hi s
life, and because of that you feel

Central 's "The Daily Show," Jon
Stewart is an agent of cathars is
for roi ling anti-Bus h rage .
To
Rolling
Stone,
he's
" America 's Anchor" (or at least
one of America's ancflors, the guy
who's not Stephen Colbert). To
readers, he's the best-selling
aut hor of America: n,e Book. To
movie butTs. as he is fond of
reminding his sn ickering audience,
he is the fourth male lead in the
unfortunatel y titled Death to
5mooc:hy, whi ch fa lls somewhere
between Ace Ventura: Wh en

Nature Calls and Ish/or in the great
scope of international cinema.
But Stewart sees himsel f as a
comedian . w hich explains why he
can', step away from s tand -up .
" It 's w hat I conside r m y job,"
StewClrt said . " 'n some respects, I
a m on a very fo rlun ale s id e
assignment. I'm st udying abroad
right now and quite e nj oying it.
But ultimately I will always go
back to my job."
Je rsey boy Stewart , 44, sta rted
o ut dOing stand-up but didn 'l provide any horror stori es.
'" was nol treated like a honk ytonk performer a t a biker bar
before ," Stewarl s aid . "When
you ' re ;n stand-up mode in clubs.
it's differe nt than working at 2
a.m. in front of the wa it sta fT and
a group of Dutch sailors on leave.
One thing about sland-up is you
really don 't talk to them aller ii's

like, ' Wow, I should read his
book, ,., Stewart said, " as opposed
to the Oscars, w hich was fun . But
YOll ha ve the sense that no matter
what happe ned, C harlize Theron
was go ing to be OK the next
day."
Stewart est imates that he does
sta nd -up once a month a nd said
his mate ri al runs along the same
lines as the withering sati re on
"The Dally Show."
He'll almost certainl y tOllch on
politicians ncar a nd far, the clueless in general and the s kyroc keting idi ocy of TV media"MSNBC's new slogan : We're
In sane . We're absu rd . We' re
rtdlculous ."
Stewart and the s how's writers
poke relentless fun at fatuou s
ta lktng heads, ridiculi ng embarlightweig ht
reports
rassi ng
almost as often as they deconstruc t the more baftling poli cies
of the Bus h administration.
A fiery Stewart even appeared
on "C ro ssfire" wi th Tucker
Ca rl son in 2004 and said the
show IIldulgcd in partisan hack
Jobs instead o f honest debate .
When Ca rlson acc llsed him of
lobbtng solt ball questions .It presidential ho pe ful J oh n Kerry,
Stewart shot back : "You' re on
CNN! The show that leads into
m e is puppets mak ing prank
phone calls!"
T he Bush admi nist ration has
provided ric h fod der. but Stewart

won't mu ch miss ii, even though
he's hardly running o ut o f jokes
about Geo rge W. and friends . .
" As a human person w ith a senti ent mind, I wi ll not be unhappy if
there is perha ps a n administration
with a s lightly more competent
outlook ... a nd I have great fa ith in
the office of the president in tenns
truly
abs urd
of
prov iding
moments," he said .

Besi des, he finds humor
beyond po litics. Wh a t rea lly
ma kes him laugh is "stupid
[Slufl] ."
" ( wi sh I could sound erudite
and hi ghfaluti n, but I laugh at
very, very s ill y things," Stewart
said . "You just never know where
the fu nny is coming from. That 's
the beauty of the fu nny. "

Help create a family.
Chicago's first and most highly respeded
program is looking for the following:
EGG DONORS
$7,000 c.ompellsation

to hctllthy women between the ages

of 20-29 to he anonymous egg donor~. Donors will
evaluated. tak.e medicat ion <lnd undergo <I minor
procedure. Serious

inquirje~

only.
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Going once, going twice
Auction expert shares his tips for a 'fun and
.
profitable event
By Jack Broom/ MGT
Make no mistake about it. When
}(jp Toner is at work, he's trying to
separate people from their hard-

earned dollars-and he 'll take as
many as he can reasonably get.
Not only that, he wants people
to hand over the money with
smiles on their faces.
"This is about people having
fun." Toner said. "People getting
together for a social event."
It's also about serious money.
Toner conducts benefit auctions, a
phenomenon generating about $13
bi llion a 'year nationally for
schools, hospit~ l s, foundations,
arts groups and nearly any cause
with a name.
Not only are the events becoming increasingly potent-more
than a dozen Seattle auctions will
take in more than $1 million each
this year- auction-goers are
becoming more savvy and better
prepared, doing eyerything from
studying auction offerings ahead
of time to coordinating group purchases of big-ticket items.
When a travel package for tWo
to China on the delivery flight of a
Boeing jet goes for $35,000, as it
did at a Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center gala in Seattle
that took in more than $5. 1 million
last month, the power of an auction
as-a fundraising tool is apparent.
The Pacific Northwest, with a
history of major charity auctions

dating back to the 1960s, has
been a leader in developing the
potential.
" In the Midwest, it's st ill a big
thing to send kids out sell ing
cookies or magazines to raise
money," said Harlan Rimmennan
of the Kan sas-based Nat iona l
Auctioneers Association. "But in
the Northwest, people say, ' Let 's
have a benefit auction . ,..
The Seattle area 's experience is
why more than 30 auctioneers
from around the country headed
there this Janu.ary for the association's first three-day course to create
"Benefit
Auctioneer
Specialists."
Toner, who teaches the course,
has conducted charity auctions for
more than 30 years and is one of
the' busiest in the business. Kip
Toner Benefit Auctions, the finn
he runs out of his Queen Anne
home, will conduct some 160 auctions this year, with Toner himself
doing about 105 from Washington,
D.C. to Hawaii.
The visiting auctioneers started
their "cuniculum" by working as
volunteers at the Seattle Hebrew
Academy auction Feb. 4, a soldout event with a goal of
$180,OOO--about one-third of the
school's annual fundraising target.
Connie Kanter, the academy's
development director, said the fun
and entertainment of an auction

dinner engages donors in a way a
simple fund drive cmmot.
"There's a wonderful energy
that takes place in that auction
atmosphere," Kanter said. "People
get caught up in making a difference fo r that organization and they
see other people doing it as welL"
What the auct ioneers cover in
the short course here holds some
insights for charities and auctiongoers as well. It helps people start
recognizing the key differences
between commercial and charity
events, Toner said.
At commercial auctions, professional buyers of livestock, autos or
heavy equ ipment know exactly
what they're looking for, what
they' re willing to spend and what
signals to send to the auctioneer.
Items are often sold in 10 to 20
seconds.
In contrast, it can take about two
minutes to sell a single item at a
charity auction, as the auctioneer
talks up each offering and solicits
bids from around the room.
For that reason, Toner said, charities do well to set out a large number of items for silent bids at the
start of the evening, but reserve the
" live auction" program to 40 to 60
high-quality items that will stir
interest, conversation and friendl y
competition.
"The sit-st ill factor is very
important," Toner said. " How long

MCT
Some auctioneers re ly on the secret weapon of sugary treats to
loosen up bidders and their checkbooks.
will the audience sit still for the
auction? If you exceed that, you're
going to lose them- mentally and

physically."
Toner knows most patrons come
to the auctions with a sense of
what they're willing to spend.
" It's my responsibility to see
that they get a chance to spend that
entire budget, maybe even exceed
it a little," Toner said.
And although wine is a part of
most benefit dinners, Toner dis-

putes the notion that getting bidders tipsy is the way to loosen
their .checkbooks. Occasionally,
he 's conducted auctions in schools
where alcohol is not allowed, and
he's found no significant difference in the take .
However, he does tout one
chemical weapon: sugar.
"I say get people as full of sugar
as you can with the desserts.
' That's putting energy into them at
the time they need it most."

...
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Reviews

Modest Mouse
Dashboard

"Dashboard," the pre-released
s ingle from the March 20
release, We Were Dead Before
The Ship Even Sunk, is as bubblcgum as Modest Mouse gets. I
don '( expect " Dashboard"
embodies the sound of the entire
album. But, I doubt the new
album can surpass the genius of
The Moon & Antarctica.
- 8 . Palmer

While' disagree with the
nOl ion that true hip-hop is dead,
Mas Oc f's latest album, True
Magic, does give me a mixture
of hope and doubt about the
genre. Magic definitely has an
old sc hool feel with its pumping beals. The album fee ls a
little rushed due to its rough
sound. It 's a nice effort that

MosDef
True Magic

could use fine-tuning.

- M. Rubio

Although the cover story about
" Healing the Heart" presented a
fascinating look at medi ca l
research on heart di sease, the
article on o il 's devastating
effects of Nigeria serves as a
fasci nating reminder of the back
story of oil production.
- E. Kasang

February Issue, The New

February Issue, National
GeojUaphlc

Yorker

If you'rc looking for that perfect
date movie, this might nOI be it.
After Gray 's (Jennifer Gamer)
fiance dies days before the wedding, she discovers his secrets
and struggles to overcome them.
The upside? Thi s movie reminds
us that love can be found in unex·
peeted places. - A. Maurer

catch and Release
Directed by Susannah
Grant

The Animation Show

uggBoats

Animation Show was near per·
feelion . Best of the best inc luded
a new hilariou s·yet·bizarre
piece by Don Hertz fe ldt and
Rabbit by Run Wrake. The on ly
misses were a couple pieces that
have already s hown up on
"'mage Un ion" one too many
times.
- S Baltrukonis

my
prayers-or rather, my whining
about not wanti ng to go to class in
this random blizzard. Now, nothing against my canceled class, but
I couldn ' t hide my excitement
w hen I realized that rather thall
sitting in elass for three hours, I
could go home, bury myself in a
six-pack of Miller Lite and catch
up on much needed laziness.
Amen. - T Breyne

Oh Ugg boots. Why did I spend

SIOO on you? I used to despi se
the gi rl s that wore them every
day wi th thei r jeans tucked
inside. Now I am that gi rl. And
to make matters worse, you
leak . Aft~ r every snowfall I find
myself laying you on the radia·
tor to dry alongside my soaking
wet socks. Thanks for nothing.
Uggs. - A. Riggio

New Yorker provides a nice read
for a late night el ride home'
from class. Highl ights of this
issue include a hilarious and
s lightly disturbing comic strip
from underground comix leg·
ends Robert Crumb and his wife
Aline as well as a profile on the
enigmatic relationship with
Connec ti cu t
Sen .
Joseph
Liebennan . - H. Clauss

canceled Oasses

Premium Blend
Taking a closer look of Chicago's local bands
Acou s tic gu itars , soft piano an d sweet melodies
desc ribe the music o f Kate Mye rs. T he 21·year·old
Valparai so , Ind . native has been wo rk ing on perfecting
her sound since the age of Il an d has performed at local
venues like the Underground Lounge and Heart land
Cafe. With two albums under her belt- a se lf·ti tl ed
d ebut in 2004 an d Blanket Sky in 2006- the young
s inger/songw riter talked to The C hro ni cle about· the
challenges of being a young college gradua te who's
trying to s tay a dedicated m us ician.

The C hronicle: A lot or your so ngs are abo ut relationships. Do the lyrics come out of personal experience
or im agi nation '!
Myers : It 's both . It 's eas ier for me to write about per·
sonal experiences with ot her pcople becaus e it's easier
fo r me to put [those cx perienccsJ into words and form a
song and It bccomcs somet hin g I can weave into a s tory.

What In!lplrc!I yo u to perform '!
I like connecting with an audience. I like playing to
people who like to lis ten to mush; . It's more th il l1 just a
hobby. It 's ex hil a rating. It keeps me moti vated to cont in ·
ue to write and play.

What do y uu hope a n a udience w ill

~et

rroUl yuur

way that is different than conversing .

What differs between your first and secon d album'!
I grew a lot. The songs I w rote for the first a lbum I
wrote [most ly] w hen I was in h igh school and probab ly
[wrote J two or three during fres hman yea r of college.
T hey're rea ll y m ostly about pe rsonal life experience. It
was more [aboul w hat I had ] in my head and j ust feelings
about w hat was going on e motion·wise. [The transition
between high school and college] is a time when you' re
kind of finding yourse lf. T he n I wenl to school. You
learn iI lo t fro m go ing 10 college. You learn a lo t about
yourself. The b igges t d iffe rence is how much I've
grown. In school, I s tarted explorin g diffe ren t structures
of song w rit ing. T h is album is more about how m uch I've
grown instead o f just pe rso nal experience.

WhHt advice elm you give about the business to yo ung
musichIIl S'!
You h.we to be prepared to work hard. When I lirst
st,lrteti off, I was on my own wit hout any reprcsentation
and it's hard to get people to tak e:l c h'lI1ce on you und let
you pe rfo rm . You ha ve to really know that it's w hnl you
wa nt to do wi th your life . You cn n ' t hn ve nny doubt. It 's
no t the tyrica l job m ost pcople go into tlOc r co ll c~e . It's
not H ninc·to· five . You have to be pre pared to give 11 your

all.

mU llc?
I hope they can connect ant! relute to w ha t I'm sayin g ,
I try 10 not mtike thing.'! 1'1 0 pe rsonal and llhout me Ihut
they can ' t unde rs tand or empathize . Whe n tw rneU l1c
coUles lip 10 me and they Hay I put ;l1tO words w hat they
cOlil dn ' I, Iha" s the heHt rmrl. 11'1' Hr ea killJ( 10 them ;1\ n

1()

leal'll more

myeY.'I.£:Of//
myl'r.~ .

M. Knw('k

Kille Myer.\', visit her ~wbs;t(', kate·
myspat:e page at my,\pac:c.l·omlkate·
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Harry Connick Jr.
Oh, My Nola

N.E.E.T. Magazine,
Issue #005

F.a rce of the Penguins
Directed by Bob Saget

Post-Its

Harry ,is super easy on the eyes.
Unfortunately, I can 't qu ite say
the same for my ears. Though this
C D serves as a tribute to
Connick's hometown, New
Orleans, I don't get the heavy,
deep-south, baritone sound that's
associated with that city. He has a
good voice, but it's not great and
almost too dainty to be jazzy or
bluesy. - T. Breyne

N. E. E. T. is just that: neat. It's
not amazing. This online fa shion
magazine j ust makes me poorer
faste r because if J see. a pair of
bangin' pumps t want, all I have
to do is click them and 'it takes me
straight to the web site. The lay·
outs are kind of bogus, but I give
the creator props for doing most
of it herself. - c. Mahlmeister

This eartoonis h mockumentary
of The March of the Penguins is
loaded with comedi c voices,
such as Bob Saget and Lewis
Black as'the penguins and nar·
rated by Samuel L. Jackson. The
enti re film runs the same jokes
over and over and with the same
settings. It should have been
more entertaining than this; Bob
could have done a bener job.
- K. Kalter

ingenious
design with the paper on one
s ide, stickiness 0 1) the other
makes it easy to sort through t~e
dai ly workday packed with short
notes that don't fi t elsewhere.
NOI only that, but they come in
cute, co lorful blocks so that you
can look creative, artistic and
organ ized with a rainbow wall
full Of reminders. ~D. Nelson

Kate Myers
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Crossword
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ACROSS
1 Tongue-lash

7 Now hear _,
11 Raven's cry
14 Spiny sea
creature
15 _ -Faths- Hines
16 Burrows or
Fortas
17 Artist/sculptor
William
18 Take part in a
game
19 Cycle starter?
20 Going over and
over again
22 King toppers
23 Caustic solution
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A Mt-ii Shul1}pert, a
• 'T-9-~ear-o l d 3-D anima~o n maior, caught our
e~. with his b righ,tly
c
I'€d red, orange '
·an ye ll ow ret ro Roca
• YVeoar jac ket.
• 'lMy fashio n icon is
. ~a n Y6 W est," Shu mpert
' 'r~id , adding th at his
' f~o'ti te item in his
·....,-" rd(obe are hi s Nike
·-Du nks.
.ihllmpert exposes his
•. fa\lO rite places to shop
J>y sporti ng a hoodie
over two T-s hirts paired
• with SO[l1e Levis.
o ~ . "I like clothes from
• Uprise and Modest" he
• •• sa id. ad justing his sleek,
b ~K. back pack.
, ' . Wit h diamo nd-studded
• • e1trs and laid-back attiotude, Shumpert claims
there's "only o ne true way
to . describe his style:
"lazy."

.• •
•. '

•

•

24 Rigging
supports
25 Fine plasters
29 Trademark
swabs

31 Sots
32
35
36
38
39
41
42

Topographies
Press
Squalid
Fence piece
Berg or Stein
Actress Erfman

Lines up
precisely

43 Carpenter's 1001
45 Nevada resort
area
47 Autograph
48 Deity image
49 Cavern-floor
buildup
55 Dis or Pan

56 Type of tens
57 Maudlin
58 SHO rival
59 Director
Preminger
60 Auctioneer
. 61 Singer Ritter
62 Greek peak
63 One Mandrell

~~~

1 Jefferson's vice
president
2 Toledo's lake
3 B.C. cops
4 Wistful phrase

5

Item~men 's

j .... lry

/

"

7 lukewarm
Solutions
Saint's glow
Present Persia
Crafty
People living
near Mount
Elbrus
12 Mr. Doubleday
I
' 13 Shortstop Walt
21 "My country _
of ... ~
22 Clothing
24 Knight's tiUe
25 Deep dratt of
liquor
~@:IO
26 Become
fatigued
27 Not by the book
28 Dominate
[!,I[!@
29 Math proof
letters
41 Bell ringer
30 Attempt
43 Nada
32 Golf gadget
44 Graf's husband
33 Five aher four
45 Snug
34 Thin board
46 Pueblo material
36 Take to court
47 Apia's country
37 Magazine VIPs
49 Heavy imbibers
40 Wish undone
8
9
10
11

~~
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/ -tJ Tenor Caruso
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50 Small fries

51
52
53
54
56

Comic Martin
Capri. lor one
Next
Bronte heroine
Albee play, MThe
_ Story~

Mary Kroeck/The Chron icle

Sudoku

By Michael Mepham
.
Level: Drnwrn
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Aq ua riu s (J an. 2 1- Feb. 19):
While walking home from
work, you'll step on a soft
.
patch in the ground and fall
into an undi scove red under·
ground wor ld populated by
ferret peop le. Th ey wiJl"hoist
you on their s houlders and
prociaim yOll the ir new pres ident only to sac rifice you to a
g iant ra ly poly.
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Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (in bold
borders) contains
every digil 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudaku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
Sudoku on Mobile.

Enter 783658.com
in yo ur mobile
Web browse r.
Get a tree game!
!bnI~~~.u,
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Ca nce r (J une 22- Jul y 23):
Chapped lips mean dry nights.

~

Leo (J uly 24-A ug. 23):
Happin ess is kn owing that the
a- hol es will leave you alone
thi s entire week .

Virgo (A ug. 24-Sepl. 23):
, This week will sm ile down on yOll
I
when you 're buried six reet under
an avalanche of snow. Fortunate ly,
you ' ll be able to keep yourselr
wann Py deficatin g upon yourself.
Let the fun times roll.

G

O

Pisces (Fe b. 20- Ma rch 20):
Stress is the best medic ine for
fee lin g too comfortable with
l ife.

O

Ari es (Ma rc h 21-A p r iI2 0):
You w ill out-Urke l ' 90s s itcom
heartthrob Steve Urkel when
you adjust your s uspend ers so
high you create the worst
mal e/ female camel toe in the
hi story of mankind .

O

Ta ur us (Ap r il 21 - May 21):
You'll mention you don't have
much money to s pend whil e
purchasing an engagement
ring for your significant other.
The saleswoman will tell you
she 's got just the thing ror you
and pulls out a ring- a wood- •
en ring with a middle finger
flipping you off.
Gemini (May 22- June 21):
Wearing really tight corduroys
produces an unpleasant
sc ratching noise, which
reminds you of the time you
woke up to your cat making
love to your root.

it
I

e

e

Li bra (Sept 24-0c1. 23):
Your fear of former President
Richard Nixon returning from the
grave and taking your mom on a
date to Red Lobster will come true
this week.
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov. 22):
Using dollar coins at a strip club
results in the bouncer's fist being
thrown at the back of your head .

SagiUarius (Nov. 23- Dec.
21): An. asteroid hitting Ea rth is
just the stars pee ing down on
humanil Y·

@
•

Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan. 20):
You will be the only person who
doesn't want to wang chung
ton ight.

..
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M ySpace members mourn
Social-networking
website allows
teens to remember
lost friends
By Ashley M. Heher/AP

Mall Frank had been dead for
eight hours when the first good·

bye message was posted on his
MySpace pagc.
The note was short and s imple:
I love you. I'll miss you.

Dozens morc fo llowed, as di s·
believing friends look to the web
to mourn the 17-year-old and
three other teenagers who were

killed Feb. 11 when a carcrammed with nine passengersslammed into a utility pole after a
late-night house party in suburban Chicago.
"All I can say Qut of everything
that I told you and taught you, I

wish so bad that you wou ldn't
have taken my quote to heart;
'Live we ll , party

harty,

die

young, '" wrote friend · Kris ti
Monison, 19. "I ' m so sorry I
wish I cou ld take that back. I love
you so, much , man."

More than half of teenagers
who use the Internet frequent
social-networking sites like
Facebook and MySpace, where
they create elaborate profiles and
personali ze them with photos,
music and video. It fo llows that
the online hangouts have become
as important to young people in
death as they were in life.
"These are places where people
in many ways lived their lives
online," said Amanda Lenhart, a
senior researche r at the Pew

Internet & American Life Project.
"And what better way to grieve or
mourn a person than in a space
they created ."
Policies on what to do when an
Internet user or blogger dies vary
among services, illustrated by the
2005 case of a Marine killed in
Iraq whose family went to court
to get access to e-mails he had
sen t through a Yahoo! Inc.
account.
MySpace avoids deletin g the
deceased's profiles un'iess asked
by family members, w hi ch
mean s the profiles-turnedmemorials can stay active for
years. Other social-networking
and blogging sites, such as
Xanga and LiveJournal, also
host memorials tied to deceased
users' pages.
" We often hear from families
that a user's profile is a way for
friends to celebrate the person's
life, giving friends a positive
outlet to connect with one
another and find comfort during
the grieving process," MySpace,
a unit of News Corp., said in a
statement.
Bernice Hartman didn' t know
her daughter had a MySpace
account until the 21-year-old soldier was ki lled during a
September suicide bombing
in Iraq.
Months after Jen Hartman's
death, messages and tributeseven Thanksgiving greetingscontinued to pop up on the site.
" It 's hard to read , but it's more
co mfortin g,"
said
Bernice
Hartman of New Ringgold , Pa.
" I think it's eas ier for her
friends. They come to us at the
funera l and say things, but 1

Friends mourn the loss of Matt Frank near the crash site in Oswego, III. where he was killed on
Feb. 12. Goodbye messages were posted on his MySpace pag~ eight hours after his death.

think it's eas ier for them to leave
a message on that than to talk to
us persona lly."
Even the funeral industry has
gotten into the act, providing
forums for e-condolences on web
sites like Legacy.com and
Mem.com.
Bennell Leventhal, a professor
of psychiatry at the University of
Illinois Chicago's Institute for
Juveni le Research, said mourning
on MySpace is a natural extension of a society where handwritten notes have given way to emails and text messages.
"The Phoenicians had to chip it

into tablets," he said. "[This] is
just a different fonn of communication . I don 't think it changes the
subject or intent. It 's just another
fonn of public grieving."
Because networking sites don't
monitor the contents of every
profile, it's possible for people to
post disparaging comments.
The posthumous messages on
Frank's page, however, tell of
shared kisses, parties, adventures,
basketball games and the grief of
cleaning out the teen's bedroom.
"Since the pages are personal
it sort of feels like you are still
able to talk to the person you

just lost, and it seems to offer an
intimate means of sitting down
by yourself and having that last
goodbye," said Phq Lorenz , 27,
a fam ily friend who posted a
goodbye message.
So far, Morrison has posted
notes to Frank's profile three
times, as well as to the pages of
the accident's other vjctims.
" I didn't get to say goodbye to
any of them. And I just wanted to
say goodbye," she said in an
interview. " I don 't knpw if it
makes people feel better. Maybe
it 's just wishfu l thinking, that'
they are reading it from heaven." I

I
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High price in candy art
Providence, R.I.
Americans develop a more
"As pastry che fs have ,become European palate for chocolate.
chocolatiers, bringing their artis- That means less sweet, more
tic abilities to the art of making intense chocolates.
Cacao is the bean from which
chocolate, the entire look and
Ely BHI DeIey/ MCT
feel of luxury chocolates have chocolate is made. The percentchanged," he writes in Making age numbers increasingly found
Chicago has long been known Artisan Chocolates.
on chocolate wrappers boasts
as the candy capital of the
Uzma Sharif, chef and owner how much pure cacao bean is in
world, thanks to large opera- of Love in Disguise Chocolates that chocolate. The higher the
tions such as Brach's, Fannie Ltd. in Chicago, said the appeal cacao percentage, the more
May and Mars.
of handmade chocolate is simple. intense is the flavor.
What may come as a surprise
Knowing the cacao numbers
"People want something more
is that the Chicago area is home creative that shows what's com- is all the rage these days, with
to many individual chocolatiers: ing from their hearts," she sa id. consumers seeking ou t chocopeople dedicated to handcrafted "A lot of my customers want lates with percentages ranging
bonbons made wi th artisan something unique."
from 64 to 90 percent. Fussell
chocolate, plusbed with flavors .
More chocolatiers like Sharif said -this is another sign of how
exotic or familiar and shaped to are seeking to feed the demand, consumers want to know more
look like works of art.
which becomes so evident during about chocolate.
While cacao affects fl avor, the
Just be prepared to pay for the Valentine's ·Day. Most do only
pleasure; $2 and up for a bite at choco lates; others sell cookies, Choco late
Manufacturers
some places. Increasingly, folks cakes and pastries as well. What Association noted one can 't autoare willing to pony up to the pre- unites them is a passion for qual- matically link the cacao percentmium chocolate counter.
ity customers can taste and see, age with the amount of flavanols
Sales are up 30 percent over a and an innate respect for the found in a particular piece of
year ago for so-called "gounnet" mysterious ways of the raw . chocolate. Flavanols are compounds that researchers believe
chocolates sold in supennarkets, ingredient they 're using.
"It 's tricky stuff," said Bob may lower blood pressure.
drugstores and mass-market
Hea lth c la im s have fueled
stores, said Susan Fussell , direc- Piron, whose 23-year-oLd comtor of communications for the pany, Belgian Chocolatier Piron interest in chocolate. Like green
Chocolate
Manufac turers of Evanston, could be considered tea and red wine, choco late ' is
Associa tion, a Vienna, Va.- the granddaddy of the region's rich in good-for-you antioxibased trade group. These statistics makers of prestige chocolates. dants. Dark chocolate is espeshow growmg consumer interest "As soon as you think you under- cially rich in antioxidants, and
choco latiers
in gounnet chocolate, she said, stand it, it slaps you in the face C hi cago-area
report a boost in dark-choco late
interest that is bound to also affect and' you lose a batch."
Yet chocolatiers keep plugging sa les. At Belgian Chocolatier
those artisans crafting chocolates
away, buoyed by the sense of Piron, for example , dark has
by hahd.
Artisan chocolate' fs rarelative- artistry and creativity given by outsold milk choco late about 3ly' new se9r!pr:Within the choco- this ancient food, once favored to- 1 in the last year. In years
late A dhstry, according to by the Mayans and Aztecs.
past, the demand was more
ndiew Garrison Shotts, owner
Tastes in chocolate are chang- evenly split, Piren said .
of ."Gaqison, Confections in ing, Chicago chocolatiers say, as
A number of chocolate-mak-

Chocolate art helps
raise gourmet sales
around the country

/'

Master of Arts In Counseling
PsYCh~logy: Art Therapy
Now",a~ceptjng applications for

Fait."

•

John Doyle works on one of his
11. Sales have increased by 30
ers are seeking to boost the
healthful aura in the choice of
the other ingredients used in
th eir confect io ns. Sharif, for
examp le, spoke of wo rkin g
"super foods" such as blueberri es and pomegranates into her
choco lates. And Ri eko Wada,
owner of Sweet Endeavours in
Schaumburg, has eve n made
raspberry bonbons using berries
from one of her customer's own
raspberry bushes.
Chocolatiers feeding the area's
sweet tooth benefit from the
city's long candy history, said
Matt Hancock, director of the

KRT
chocol ate creations on Feb.
percent for gourmet candies.
Food and Candy Institute, a nonprofit public-private partnership
working to strengthen the food
and candy industries in Chicago.
But. getting the word out about
these arti sans is important too.
Hancock said many of his
fri ends are surprised to learn that
Vosges Haut-Chocolat. a nationall y respected maker of gounnet
chocolates, was born right here
in Chicago.
"No one is surprised Hershey's
is made in Pennsylvania; we're
not as good at promoting our
candy," he said .

Prospective Student
Information Session:

Art Therapy Open House
February 22, 2007
11:30am - 1:00pm

Gall now to reserve your place in Admissions presentation will be

an upcoming information
sessIon.

followed by refreshments with
the faculcy.

Art'Therapist was reference d as RSVP to admisslonsOadler.edu
one of the 1.0 cutting edge Jobs or call 312.201.5900 ext. 222
by CareerSulider.com In
January 2007.
65 E. Wacker Place
(Michigan at Wacker)
downtown Chicago

~

'Or

ADlfR
-www.adler.edu

PragrnaLie, optimistic, relevant. Adler.

IU BROADWAY II CHICIGO lOX OFFICES
COlli· GIIDUPS CIU (3121111·1710
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National hotl~: OpenS for abused tee'~s
they had been "hi~ slapped or
physically hurt" by their dating
partners in the previous 12
months. Perhaps surprisingly, the
incidence was about the same
among girls and boys.
By Bonnie Rubln/MCT
In Chicago. 15.4 percent of high
Scrapping his usual lesson for school students reported being victims, . mirroring higher rates in
the day. the South Shore High
School teacher asked his students a some other big cities.
But experts point out that hitting
question: Is it ever OK to be abuisn 't the only fonn of abuse.
sive with a boyfiiend or girlfriend?
Today, a boy might send text mesA 16-year-old boy spoke up. " If
she does something to provoke sages to a girl 's cell phone 30
you, then you have to put her in times an hour to keep track of
her place," he said nonchalantly_ where she is and what she's doing.
Advising an abused teenager
"I' m not going to hit her in the face
living at home is very different
but I'm not going to run, either."
With that, a candid discussion from advising a battered spouse,
. was under way that gave teacher said Sheryl Cates, executive director of the National Domestic
Scott Steward an earful.
"A guy may need to get a lit- Violence Hotline, which will run
tle physical to know where his the new hotline fo r teens.
For starters, most young victims
gi rl friend is a t all times," argued
don'l confide in their parents, who
one boy.
" It's a way to show how he cares probably aren'l too keen on the ·
boyfiiend or girl fiiend to begin
about you," said another.
Until recently. most interven- with. Adults may insist that the
tions for domestic abuse were relationship be ended-not sO easy
geared to older perpetrators and in high school, where "social stavictims. But increased awareness tus" and "boyfriend" or "girlof violence among teens is spark- friend" often go hand in hand.
"Teens need to ta lk wi th
ing a flurry of initiatives for young
adults, including the lesson plan someone who can relate to what
they're going through ... where
taught by Steward.
In a related program, the coun· someone is support ive, nonjudgtry's first national abuse hotline for mental and has no control over
them ," Cates said.
teens will open Thursday.
Nykia Carter, now 20, has more
When the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention surveyed than a passing knowledge of the
14.000 high school students as part subject. In 2005, she was dating a
of a 2005 study. 9.2 percent said 23·year-old man who seemed so

Cell phon es
targeted as newest
form of abuse

loving-until Cart~r discovered
that she was pregnant at age, IS.
" I started seeing Some control
issues, like he .J1eeded to know
where I was at all times but I tried
to ignore it," earter said.. .
In November 2005·. she said, her
partner becarite eriragoo' at,a perceived slight, ';" boating her so
severely that she went into premature labor and was admitted to St.
Francis Hospital in Evanston.
Her daughter was born healthy
this month, and Carter did not file
charges. She did get an order of
protection though. Her reason: "I
grew up without a dad, and I didn 't
want that for my little girl." When
she has contact with the girl 's
father, she meets him in a public
place.
"It's never acceptable to place
your hands on a woman, because
you don't know your strength,"
said Carter, who is j uggling motherhood with a fu ll·time job and
two on line college courses. "And I
would want girls who are in abu·
sive relationships to understand
~that even if he says he loves you,
he' doesn't ... because love should
never cause physical pain."
According to the results of a
survey released Thursday, parents
are generally unaware of the extent
of the problem.
The survey, conducted by
Teenage Research Unlimited and
commissioned by Liz Claiborne,
found that 20 percent of teens have
sent e-mails and text messages up
to 30 times an hour. Only 5 percent

of parents thought their kids your shoulder."
engaged in such behavior.
It also illuminates the digital
While that frequency mightJCP-· divide between parents and tileir
resent benign ~ of the technolo- children. In an era of mobile techgy. the survey also found that ~ . nology. ie. not enough to keep the
in five respondents say they are computer out of a teen's bedroom.
"checked up on" 20 times an hour;
'''This is really about being in the
one in 10 said it was more than 50 .dark: relationship-wise, which is
times an hour.
enabled by technology." Picard
It also found that 17 percent said. "We think [kids1are at home.
communicate via cell or texting 10 nice and snug in their beds and
or more times per hour between now we see that others can find
midnight and 5 a.m.
them aqd they can fmd anybody
"The constant contact sug- any time of the day or night"
gests someone rea lly needing to
The new national hotline will
control someone else in an operate 24 hours a day. seven days
extreme way;" said Peter Picard, a week, beginning Feb. 15. The
TRU's senior researcher. "It's number is (866) 331-9474.
almost as if they're looking over

Obama Rama

I
C~ronicle
Senator and presidential hopeful Barack Obam.i:('D. '._
III.) waves to a sea of supporters at the UIC Pavillion' ~'
on Feb. 2 .

Say "hi" to your knee. ·
You iust said heiney.

/
...,

This is funny because it's embarrassing for a person to utter the word
"heiney" unintentionally. Submit a video of your comedic genius to
Rhapsody's No Talent Nation Gontest on Zlddlo,com.You could end
up on TV and get to appear at the 2007 U.S, Comedy Arts Festival.
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Auto Show:
Activists met
with legal battle
over protest

liVE
HIGH

Continued from Back Page
from them at one time or
another. It 's so hard to bike
downtown; I' m so afraid
because of all the cars and
all the people that don ' t
know how to drive. There
are bike lanes, but it's just
too hectic for me to ride my
bike in the loop."
Kyle Collins, a 22-yearold criminal justice major at
Harper CoUege in Palatine,

m., said he attended the auto

show because he enjoyed
looking at the cars.
"The auto show doesn't
create auto dependency,"
Collins said. "I've never seen
it that way. People go
because it gives them a

chance to look at the new
cars,"

Collins said he uses the
mass transit system when he
is in Chicago, but he depends
on his car for use in the suburbs . .
" Jfthere was a mass transit

system to get around in the
suburbs, I would be using it,"
Collins said. "It would be
nice to not have to drivo."
However. the protesters,
although visible, didn'raffect
the auto sho",!~at an. according to ~u1 Brian, spokesman
, ~the Chicago Auto Show.
,..r "To paraphrase a quote
I_from _ George Bush [Sr.J,

when a horse flicks a fl y off
of his hind quarters, it's a
crisis for the fl y, not for the
horse. Basically, [the protesters] are there every
year, so they're there. But
who cares?" Brian said.
Brian
said
police
' informed activists of a
specified area where anyone can protest events held
at McCormick Place.
"They hung arOlUld for a
little bit, rode their little bikes
around and had fun," Brian
said. "They're practicing
their First Amendment rights
and they're entitled to that."
Still, the Ch icago Auto
Show sent a "cease and
desist" lener to the protest
organizers and creators of a

Autoshowshutdown.
informs the public of
fe rent events taking
in protest of the
Auto Show for
annua l shutdown
"When we firSt got the
ter from the auto show,
were worriec:t. We knew
could hire a lawyer, but
knew the [Chicago
Show] could hire a ton
lawyers," said Korn, one
the creators of the web site.

w
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.Possible extensionof ·CTA train lines
.Yellow and Red
Lines targeted to
expand
By Rashauna C. Hull
Staff Writer

After decades of talk and little
action, the Chicag<;l Transit
Authority has
started an
Alternative Analysis Study to

examine

the

possibility

of

extending the Yellow and Red
Lines.
The Yellow Line will extend
to Westfield Shoppingtown. Old
Orchard in Skokie and the Red

Line to I30th Street. and Stony
Island Avenue. Although both
extensions will be analyzed con-

currently. accessibi lity and public necessity have left many

questioning if these projects
have equal priority.
The Alternative Analysis Study
is designed to seek every possible
transit option and detennine an

alternative that is preferred lOcally.
The Red Line extension, which
would extend from 95th/State to
J30th Street and Stony Island
Avenue, is estimated to cost
$74,1 million. It would serve
. under-employed
and Jowincome residents on Chicago's
far South Side and south suburbs.
It will also offer an econom ic
development for jobs, businesses
and educational opportunities.
Iq:; contrast, the rough ly $100
million Yellow Line extension
would whi§lc shoppers and
emp. ll.o0Yy.~es to Old Orchard, the
C oi""'County courthouse and
the: retail developments ' and

nearby offices .
These differences alone have
many Red Line riders questioning
if the Yellow Line extension is
needed as much as the Red Line
extension.
"[Skokie residents] have cars
where they live; we do not," said
Kevin Jackson, a junior chemical
engineering
major
at
the
University of Illinois at Chicago
and resident of south suburb
Dalton. "We need thi s project
more than they do."
Jackson is one of the potential
28,0'00 South Side and south suburban residents who will bene.fit
from this extension. His daily trip
to UIC consists ofa 30-minute bus.
ride to the 95th Red Line term inal,
where he boards the Red Line train
northbound to Jackson, transfers to
"'the Blue Line and boards the train
westbound to the UIC stop. His to
trip .to and from school is more
than four 'hours,
The Red Line. extension will be
the most expensive project in the
GTA system. Because of cost,
some residents of communities
who could benefit by the extension
wonder if less expensive and time
consuming projects will overshadow the Red Lme extension.
"There have been so many projects going on and CTA is always
complaining about the lack of
funding they have," Jackson said.
"Unfortunately, projects in poorer
communities are pushed back
because [residents] do not have a
lot of say."
However, Lou Turner, research
and public policy director for the
Developing Communities Project,

said residents have a tremendous
impact on what decisions are made
in the CTA system.
He said lack of public demand
contributed to why the Red Line
. extension, which was proposed in
1973, is currently going through
the Alternative Analysis Study.
The Developing Communities
Project began making. efforts to
tackle the Red Line extension a
couple of years ago. More than
200 people showed up to two coinmunity meetings in 'regards to the
extension. Usually, only a dozen
'people show up to community
meetings, according to Turner. The
continued organized efforts of the
Developing Communities Project
contributed to the inclusion of the
Red Line Project in the 2003
Regional Plan and the fede ral
transporting bill in 2005.
.
A Ithough the Red Lin7~'$~n A Skokie-bound Yellow Line train waits for passengers
sion has received some news expo- Howard stop on Jan. 25.
sure, the Yellow Line seems to increase ridership and provide effiAs of now, the Alternat ive
have garnered more coverage.
cient transit to residents and Analysis Study is at a standstill.
" The Yellow Line extension employees of Skokie, according to This study is only the first step of a
seems to be in the news more [than skokie,org. CTA included the proj- five step process that extensive
the other extensions]," said Steve ect in the 2003 regional plan and projects such as these go through .
Marciani, Skokie's .p~nning the federal transportation bill that This five-step process is part of the
supervisor. "A Skokie beat reporter same year.
Federal Transit Administration 's
wrote a story about the extension ..
Despite the 42-year wait for an New Starts progr:a.m and can take
and it seemed to have a n~trail extension, strong advocacy is what at least 10 years to complete.
from the Chicago Tribune to may have helped contribute to the
The New Starts program is a
CBS."
quick response from the CTA, plan that requires proposals for
In addition, the process for" the according to John Paul Jones, transit projects to go through a
first steps to the Yellow Line director of Community Outreach process of planning, design and
extension were less comp'lex com- Neighborhood Cap ital B~dget construction.
pared to that of the Red Line.
Group's Campaign . for Better
Both projects will continue their
The village of Skokie created a Transit.
pursuit to finalizing these extenfeasibility study for an extens ion
"Skokie has a more establ ished sions and making sure they are top
of the Yellow Line. This stuttlvanlh eotnmunity than the [far south priority,
Iyzed whether the extensioti·wo~ld: ~id'e] communities," Jones said.
be a
.
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Exclusive art collection comes to Chicago
19th centun- art
dealer's collection
displayed
By O. Annie Slezickey
Staff Wrtter

An exclusive collection of art

from a 19th century art dealer,
Ambroise Vol lard, premieres at the
Art Institute of.Chicago, I) I S.
Michigan Ave ., as part of the
exhibit "Cezanne 10 Picasso,"
The exhibit, which opened on
Feb. 17, is not only made up of
paintings, but a lso scu lptures,
ceramics, prints and other artwork
from the time, sa id Erin Hogan,

spokeswoman for the Art Institute.
"The exhibit will hopefully g ive
a much better understanding of
what the climate of art was like
during this time frame , especially

for the people of Chicago, who
will be seeing some work never
before seen by the c ity," Hogan
said.
Hogan said Vollard 's collection

proved that he was one of the most
important art dealers in the 1890s
with some of the most famous
work from the time included in his

Money:
Database makes
files searchable
Continued/rom Back Page
Morri so n sa id when the
Illinoi s disclosure program was
revamped in 1998 to allow for

collection like one painting by

Cezanne called "The basket of
apples."
"Everything that is shown in the
exhibit is work that has passed
through galleries of art dealers
Vollard has represented," Hogan
said.
Kate Ezra, an art history instructor at Columbia, said Vollard was
able to promote artists whose work
was not appreciated during their
lifetime, like Cezanne and Van
Gogh, by selling their pieces to
museums and American collectors.
The exhibit shows work from
severa l post-impressionist art ists
like Paul Gauguin and Vincent Van
Gogh .

"Post-impressionist artists like
Cezanne and Gauguin are able to
put more of their persona lity and
vision into their artwork ," Ezra
said.
Ezra said these artists put more
emot ion and vision into their work
than impressionist artists by usingvisib le brush strokes, a method
that created stepping stones for
abstract artists like Picasso.
In addition to artwork , the
the state 's system hadn ' t
changed since Watergate in the
ear ly 1970's.
"The di sc losu re system was
about as walled off to the public
as it could be." Morriso n said .
" Stuff was filed onl y on paper
and if anyone wanted to see
th ose report s they would have to
go 10 one of tw o places in the
entire state . You had to fiJI out a

Members of the Art Institute of Chicago, 111 S. Michigan Ave., view the Cezanne to Picasso showduring a preview on Feb. 15.

exhibit also features Vollard's purchase records, photography and
stock books showing his business
deals with artists .
Also, the different publications
reveal details about the relationship between Vollard ,as a dealer,
and his clients. Still , the new
exhibit should create more interest
in the museum , according to

Michael Arbuckle, a student at the
School of the Art Institue with an
emphas is in drawing and painting.
" It's a nationwide art tour that is
bringing lot of attention to the city
and even to the school ," he said.
Hogan said a previous exhibit
included
the
Metropolitan
Museum in New York City. It w ill
be shown in Paris this summer

name and address, your empl oyer 's name and address, as we ll
as a reason why you wanted to
vi ew them. "
A small portion of the bill that
pass ed in 1998 prov ided that a
database wou ld be created and
made avai lab le on the Internet ,
something many legi s lators
g lanced over at Ihe time . A year
after
there was an effort

bill, but it ultimately failed.
Now, all candidates who form
politica l act ion committees that
generate over $10,000 must fi le
exten s ively with the state, and
th ose records a re published
online. The new ILCPR databa se is esse ntiall y the same
information , but with a focu s on
the C hi cago municipa l e lection.
In past municipal e lections,

g~r~ea~t~e~r~a:c.:ce~s~s~ib~i~1i~tY~t~o~r~e.:c~or~d!:s:c,Iffo~r1m~i~n~t~ri~P~1i~c~a~te;w~it~h~y~o~u~r~if!llllilrlroamllthlen able
t he same
formal ion
avai
1butwas
Morri
son
to thein public,

Da n Rya n:
~Expressway
to

said the ILCPR has standardized
a ll the names, many of which

are en tered with misspellings,
and made the information easily
searchable for voters.

last 30 years

Still ,

reports from Nov. 2005 to Nov.
2006, the number of passengers
on the CTA Red Line increased
from more th an 59 m ill ion to 62
million, a rise of approximately 5
percent. Thi s doesn't count the
number of riders that tran sferred
from other trains.
Steve Saltarelli, a sophomore
film major who takes the Dan
Ryan a couple times a month to
home and work, sa id th e construction didn 't affect him too

gets backed up a lot."
The Dan Ryan is goi ng to be
shut down to four lanes from s ix
most of the way, C laffey said,

Continuedfrom Front Page

--

Chronicle
Traffic is being diverted 10 Stony Island Avenue and Lakeshore
Drive on the east side and Ashland Aven ue on the west side.

Ryan was being rebuilt to help
combat the high number of
crashes. The new road wou ld
have additiona l lane5, longer
entrancts
and
exits
and
s moother pavement.

crews had some weather dimcu lti es.
Si nce construction will start

down to three from five lanes.

Saltarelli said this wasn ' t a problem , except during rush hours.
"Sometimes it's really good
and I get downtown in 13 minutes," Saltarelli said . " Other
times it takes an hour and a half."
Tyszkiewicz sa id the Dan

Drain pipes are also being
added underneath the rood to
reduce lane closures due to

n<>Odin" Claffey .ald,
l'y.zklewlcz .ald he e. pect.
there to be leu maintcna",:e on
the pavement, which h.. been

Jay

Grassroots group
hopes to Speed up
slow zones

designed to last 30 years.
"The whole cross section is
much more durable," Tyszkiewicz
said.
Last year construction crews
experienced some problems in
excavating the road s, wh ich led
to two weeks of set backs ,
Tyszkiewicz said the crew s
encountered sheets of bcdrock,
which arc harder to dig up. Also,
because construction went from

but on the Skyway it wi ll be

to

CTA:

badly last year.
ult's much smooth er, wh ich is
nice," sa id Steve Saltarelli,
sophom ore film major. " But it

accordi ng

Stewart, executive director of
thL:
Better
Government
Associat ion , a C hi cago- based

Continued fro m Back Page

April through November, the

eu rller thi s yeur, Tyszklewicz
Ibid he did not .xpect the aame
problems, He said there W81
time In the contract to take off a
day or two for weather, although
the contractors .re alven nnanelal Incentive. to nnl. h early,

According to dan ryan const ru ction.com, the official IUOT
web site for the Dan Ryan construct ion, the road is 61 percent
complete at the moment. Both
Tyszk iewicz and Claffey were
optimistic that it would be finished early thi s year.
Tyszkiewicz sa id people were
very understanding of the chalIcnges and how hard the crews
were working to get the job done .
uFor th e most part, the feed-

back I've got from the pub li c is
impressed by how fast and how
hurd wo've been working out
there to get It done, becau,e thoy
drive by and see progre .. every
doy," Ty.zklewlcz sold,

d.,I.o. chronlc/.mall,co,"

This sparked the idea of setting
up a system to allow commuters
to text message and let them do
the rest, Maloney said.
Jacquel ine Leavy, who helped
organize the Campaign for
Better Transit through the

Neighborhood Capital Budget
Group, said she is excited to
hear about the group's efforts .
" I hope they kick butt," Leavy
said.

Leavy said she feels as though
the CTA and Mayor Richard
Daley have refused to listen to
th e public 's concerns and finds
the group 's efforts very encour
e

aging.
"Thing. will get worse before
th ey get better," Leavy said,
"CTA needs to change, so does
Metra, and RTA needs real teeth
to oversee and rellulato the
' transit service boards.'''

"Despite ' the

sllnlficlnl

Investments we continue to
make In tIle IYltem, the realily
Is we are operetlnl "rvlce on
allnl
Inf'ramucture
that
require. a oonallt8nt levi l of

from June until September.
Arbuckle said he's looking forward to seeing pieces-especially
paintings from Picasso-that he's
only seen in pictures.

General admission to the Art
Institute of Chicago is free until
Feb. 21 andpricesfor "Cezanne
to Picasso" range daily.
chronicle@colum.edu
government watchdog, the webs ite allows people to see who is
g iving money to lawmakers. "7
"They' re not givi ng campaign
contributions b~cause they' re
feeling charitab le," Stewart
said. They' re givi ng because
they think Ih'e y' re going to get
so mething for it."
He added that even in the best
case sce nari o, people con~6r_
ing to campaigns at least want
access .
" The bottorp . Ii ne is those
large fu nders are going to have
better, access and ",ore inf\u,~n ce
on the public official than , t
regular member of the l~tict
Stewart said. " And flhc ...contributors) may not share the jsame
interest ~~lhe public ." ,
jewert@chron ;c1em,!~J. com
funding to keep pace with the
nece ssary mamtenance and
impr.ovements," Antongiorgi
said.
Slow zones on How'ard-bound
Red Line trains and Blue Line
trains to O'Hare are due to dete"'r iorating infrastructure and lack
of capital funding, Antongiorgi
said.
There do not seem to be any

quick fixes, a CTA spokesperson said, ..
" The investment we ue making in the system ¥fill have long
tenn benefits, but dQes result in
inconveniencing customers,"
Antongiorgi said,
Thero is a 101 that needs to be
addressed on the system and
that requires much in the way of

capital funds, Even as existing
slow zones are addressed, new
ones will continue to appear as
the rail infrastructure continues
to age."

Maloney soid h. would love
to see Daley. who hasn' t pub
licly said if he rides CTA, get
onboard Ilriin on a hot July day
and ride to Addison in midst of
CuI» ,eason to ... how thi",s
reilly tn,
The II'OIIP does not hive a tar&et &011, but hopes enoulh people voici "'llr fnMtntlon, 0
far, NI1lhbon .....ject hi
recilYeCI , ~ of '00 text and
onlhtl !MUIII',
e

cIttoft~, . .

I
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Scoop in the Loop: Obama's propinquity In Public
types of things, we have to think '

Monday, February 19

about what isn't being covered-"smaller' news goes unnoticed by

By Brent Steven White

_

editor

Four blocks away from the heart

of our campus is an office used by
someone who could be the next
president afthe United States.
·On the 13th floor of the John C.
Kluczynski
Federal
Office
Building, 230 S. Dearborn St.,
Sen. Barack Obama (D-III.) and
his aides are working diligently at
fonnulating an effective campaign
that will win him the Democratic
_nomination.
After that, of course, is the push
for the White House.
Many may not realize it, but this
could have a significant impact on
local media, especially main-

stream.
It's likely that ifObama wins his
party's nomination , Chicago
media could see some substantial
changes. In fact, we' ve already
begun to see it in our papers.
Obama makes headlines for
minor things· like trying to' kick a
smoking habit.
When the me~i,!- cover these

mainstream media outlets. This is
why so many reporters and media
hogs are attracted to plogs. The
local Obama perspective has been
one-sided, and I think it's only
going to get worse.
It's also interesting that local
media has been pretty soft on
Obama so far. This, I think, is partly because he's our hometown
guy. There's a lot of local pride in
this city, which is obvious to me
because I'm not from here.
And Obama is a politician with a Sen. 8arack Obama (0-111.) ann ounces his ca ndida cy for presipersona that seems so impenetra- denet in Springfield. III on Feb. 10.
ble that local reporters are afraid to
drill him on the hard stuff. Then tation" we have come to hold the media. especially local media.
again, maybe there just aren 't a lot Obam a up to, and appears to be a to step it up and really start asking
direct result of local media's soft Obaina harder questions.
of bad things to say about him .
While Obam a's campaign is in
Some local media have tried to coverage on the guy. And
offer a new perspective about him . although there weren 't many dots its infancy, now is the time for
The Chicago Tribune reported last to connect in the Rezko deba- media to get Obama to thoroughly
November that. Obama purchased cle-no obvious misconduct by explain his plans for the country.
a piece of property from Antoin -Cbama- his reputati on was n't Harder questi ons mean present
"Tony" Rezko, a political insider affected by the allegations. I think promises and future commitments.
And Am eri cans need to begin
and campaign fundraiser in that says something about our
Chicago. The 'feds indicted Rezko perception 9f ·the man and our to see Obama in "a different way if
we' re expected to vote for him for
for allegedly demanding kickbacks inability to see him differently.
And that's the media's fault. If pres ident. We need the complete
for state business. However,
Obama "did everything by the you think about it, the Obama we picture, and the only way this wi ll
book," according to Jay Stewart, know is the Obama that's been cre- happen is if media drill thi s guy
executive director of Chicago's ated . We've created a perception of re lentless ly.
. Obama isn 't pe rfec~. But
Better Government Assoc iation, him based on a life that he 's laid
who was quoted in a December out for us. Two books about his li fe because the medi a has bee n
2006 Washington Post article. "But have become best-sellers and are throwing softba ll s at him , we
there's a higher expectation of currently operating as the fram e- think he is.
work for us to formulate opinions
him ."
bwhile@chroniclemail.com
It 's exactly that " higher expec- on the guy. This is why it's up to

/ Metro news briefs: a short week in review
A chill pill for the heart
New research suggests that a quick cat-nap
........ tG-w~)fk not only eases the mind but the heart.
As reported in the Chicago Sun-Times,
researchers spent six years following 23,681
healthy Greek adults . Those who napped at
least three times a week for about 30 minutes
lowered their risk of dying from heart attacks
or other heart problems by 37 percent when
compared to those who did not. The strongest
evidence of the study was in working men
who took occasional or mid-day naps and
lowered their risk of death due to heart problems by 64 percent.
Dr. Dimitrios Trichopoulos, a professor of
cancer prevention and epidemiology at
Harvard School of Public Health, led the
study along with a colleague from the
University Of Athens Medical School in
~

Bulldozed down

Losing more than sperm

One of downtown 's oldest parking garages
is set to be demolished thi s week and replaced
with a 43-story apartment building under a
zoning plan filed at City Hall. According to
the Chicago Sun· Times, the building, located
at 20 W. Lake St., will house 335 units and
have an onsite parking garage as well as a
small surface lot. The zoning documents also
said the parking lot will be open to 550 cars,
which is an unusually large amount.
According to the Midwest Property Group
Ltd., the company responsible for subm·itting
the proposal, the new complex will COMect to
Post Place, a small street that connects to
Lower Wacker Drive and Lake Street which
will help residents come and go without clogging up Wacker Drive.

Getting a vasectomy might not only affect a
man's genitals, it may also affect hi s brain ,
accordin g to a new study. North western
University medical sc hool research found that
the di sease prim ary progress ive aph as ia
(PPA), which gradually destroys patients'
ability to talk, read and write, has been linked
to men with vasectomies.
Researchers compared 47 men with PPA to
57 men of the same age with similar education who had normal mental abilities. Also, 40
percent of the PPA patients had had vasectomies compared to the 16 percent of those in
the control group. The research also found
that the men in the PPA group who had vasectomies developed the disease four years earlier than those w~o did not have the surgery.

Greece.
Be o n the lookout
While waiting for the Red Line train on Feb. 6 at
the CTA's Roosevelt station, 22 E. Rooseve lt Rd .,
a man in his 20s or 30s approached a 27 -year-old
man demanding him to remove his headset. After
the man refused, the offender took out a 6- in ch
knife and stabbed the victim in hi s left shoulder.
The victim then punched the male in th e mo uth
and ran. No suspects have been found .

Stop by .the Chicago Cultural
Center, 78 E. Washington St., to
tune into the New Millenn ium
Orchestra: Knoxville, Summer of
191 5. The performance will feature soprano Michelle Arevzaga
and al so include Beethoven 's '
"Symphony No. I in C Major,
Op. 21 ." The event is free and
will begin at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 22
Visit Kill er B's, 464 N.
Halsted St. , to enjoy an evening
of the fi ve 8 's- blues, bourbon,
barbecue, beer and John Bubala.
Bubala is the chef and owner of
Kill er B's, a mode rn Ital ian
restaurant . Adm ission is S50 per
person and incl udes food, beverage tax and gratuity. Call (312)
226-4300 to make reservation s.
Friday, February 23
Head over to Preston Bradley
Hall at the Chicago C ultural
Center, 78 E. Washington St. , to
test out your stepping' moves, at
V 103's Stepper's Set. The
Majestic Gents step group will
prov ide dance lessons to guests
while Chicago's own Herb Kent
hosts and provides the music. The
event will begin at 6:30 p.m. and
is only open to guests who are 2 1
and older. This is a free event.
, Musician and songwriter Nina
Simone wi ll be performing at
the Athenaeum Theatre, 2936 N.
Southport Ave. Choreography
by Joe l Hall, Paul Sanasardo and
th e Joe l Hall Dancers will also
be in cluded in the set.
Admi ssion is $20-30 depend ing
on seatin g. Th e performance
begin s at 8 p.m.
Saturday, February 24
Macy's on State Street, III N.
State St., will be hosting Fashion
Fun, an event designed to give
guests insight on what to expect
for this year's spring fashion.
They will also speak abput how
Macy's builds its fashion events
and displays. Admission is S50
per person and the event will
begin at 10 a.m.

South Loop fatality
While traveling south on Michigan Avenue, a
2003 Pontiac Grand AM slamm ed into a fl ower
box median at 470 S. Michigan Ave. on Feb. 10.
The 19-year-old dri ver of the vehicle was thrown
from the car and reported dead on arri va l by emergency workers.
The passenger, also 19, suffered mUltiple fractures. The passenger later reported to police that
they had been drinking earli er in the even ing.

Caught red-banded

Driving into a life lesson
On Feb. 7 police officers received a call from an
employee of Chase Bank, 550 S. Dearborn St. , to
report a robbery. The emp loyee left police with a
description of the offender and said he had a gun .
Whi le heading east on Congress Parkw ay, police
officers found a backpack with 20-dollar bills cov- .
ered in red ink. Officers then went down to the
Blue Line Station where they found a man who fit
the suspect's description and had dye on his clothing and shoes. The man was later identified as the
robber by a Chase employee.

As police attempted to block off traffic from the
fa tal car accident listed above, a 26-year-old ma le
attempted to go around emergency ve hicles and
drove through the accident scene. Police pu lled
the m ~ n over and reported that he smelled of alcohol. The man failed a sobriety test and then res isted arrest by police. A court date has been set for
the driver.

Compiled by Chronicle staff through in/ormat/OII proVided by the Chicago Police Department.
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Bikers goof off at the Auto ShoW"
Demonstrators
playfully protest
Chicago Auto Show
By Al ison Shipley
Staff Writer

Although the 100-year-o ld
C hicago A uto Show has been generating excitemen t for man y of its
vis itors. others aTCIl', sharing the
~ ame sentimen ts.
About 20 people part icipated in
a protest they called Shutdown
Festival at the C hicago Auto Show.
Dressed up as po lar bears,
Supcmmll and Santa C laus. the
group of bicyclists rode from
Da ley Plaz.a to McCormick Place.

230 I S. Lake Shore Drive, in
protest of the auto and oil industries. The demonstrators hoped 10
ra ise awareness of the effects vehicle emi ssions have on global
warming and the environment.
"We sec the auto show as an
over-the-Iop. big glorification of
cars, when the last thing we need
in Chicago is more cars." said
David Kom. activ ist and leader of
the Shutdown Festival. "There's
an auto show on the streets of
Chicago every day. You can 't even
wa lk on the sidewalks or ride your
bike without se ~ing , hearing or
smelling them ."
~
~
Korn and other protesters at

A coaliti on of bicycling protesters dressed up as polar bears. Superman a'n d Santa Clausgather to demonstrate against the auto
an d oil industries at t he Chicago Auto Show held at McCormick Place, 2301 S. Lake Shore Drive.

McConnick Place said bicycles
are the vehicles of the future. The
auto show protesters hcld signs
that read "Don't drive o ur polar
bears into ext inction. "
" We don't need any more of our
money shipped over seas for oil. or
for automobile exhaust to be the
leading cause of g lobal wanning,"
Korn said. "We don 't need to have
the second highest asthma dep.th ~

. 1.. .

rate in the nation due primarily to
automobi le emissions."
However, not all guests seemed
to get the messages of the protest
Rachel Urquhart, a senior edu·
cation major at the University of
Illinois at Chicago, attended the
auto show and sa id activists should
put a larger focus on fixing the
problems with the eTA instead of
focusi ng on how the auto show

promotes auto dependency.
"I usually don't go (0 the car
show because I don 't see a point in
looking at cars that I know I can't
afford. But I never thought about it
increasing auto dependency,"
Urquhart sa id. "Protesters should
be fig hting the battle of getting
more bikes on the street instead of
focusing [against the] car show.
There are much better ways to pro-

mote biking."
Urquhart said she uses her bicycle and the mass transit syst~m to
get to school, but she relies on her
car for her daily life in the suburbs.
"I used to ride my bike all the
time. until somebody stole it,"
said Urqu hart. " [EverybodyT I
know has had one bike stolen

See Auto Shoot, Page 39

go-e s
back under the drill

F ollowing the money trail Expressway
Aldennanic financial Part o/The Chronicle's ongoing election coverage
disclosure system
BIG SPENDERS
now available
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Editor

Editors' note: The Chronicle
wants to fully disclose that several editors have worked on the
Illinois Campaign for Political
Reform s "contributors profiles"
as part of a class project.
Elections come and go in politics, just like the candidates and
issues, but one element that constantly remains familiar to government and politics is money. And
following Ch icago's aldennanic
money trail just got a little eas ier.
The Illin o is Campa ign for
Po litical Refonn went li ve with a
new onl ine database last week that
focuses specifically on the contributions and ex penditures in
Chicago 's 2007 municipal dec:tion .
" If you wanll0 look alth e top
donors to a candida te or want to
know who th e biggest contr ibu tors an; , our s ite is the place to
look for them ," said David
Morri son , the asso(;ia te d irector
for the Campa ig n for Politi(;al
Reform . " It 's a good plttce 10
"tart for peop le w ho want 10 ge t
a hetter handle o n how <.:a ll1 pai g ns ,He hei ng /imHl <.:ed ."
Thc datahase piggyhad s on
Ih <.: Illinoi " Sla le Bo ard of
El e<.: IHm s wch site Iha l ha s kepI
Ira d 01 candlda les' Iillall <': la l
(h "do"lu e" ,( III C<': II)I)K . w he n
IJlJtlol ~ eli allg<.:d ,1 '( la w re gard I1lg th em
MOrrison .. ;1111 H1J/ JlIIK' Ky,'( le lll of
li",.,.t- ,:!J d t.'K,. III"tH e waKdefini lely
fl e~1T Ibe Ilflllliln when the law
t- ";tn ~cd III ;.Il.,w tlllife IranKp;U {:II'-y
'-i .tJt-t· tliell . flIIllIllK' "YKIClrt II r

Ten Aldermanic

1. Daniel Soils
2. Burton Natarus
3. Ray Suarez
4 . Ed Burke
5. Patrick O'Connor
6. Toni Preckwinkle
7. Ricardo Munoz
8 . Joesph Moore
9. Manuel Flores
10. Patrick Levar
SoUfCO IIhOOlII Cempfllgn 10r

25th Ward:
42ndWard:
31st Ward:
14th Ward:
40th Ward:
4th Ward:
22ndWard:
49th Ward:
1st Ward:
45th Ward:

By Da na Nelson
Assistant 'City Beat Editor

Po!it;cel RefOfm

d isclosure has climbed from the
bottom rung to the top. but
Morrison said there is still work to
be donc.
In 200 5, th e Los A nge lesbased Ce nter for Gove rnme ntal
Stud ies, a nonprofit. nonparti san politi ca l resea rc h gro up
<.:o nduc tcd a s tud y of all 50
s ta tes' sys tems and Illin o is
ra nk ed fifth, overa ll. It pla<.: ed
fir s t in terms of Ihe el ec troni c
lill ing, seco nd for access ibili ty
hut 27 th in rcgard s to (;<IInpaign
di sdos un.: law
Bob Stern , pres iden t of th e
fo r
(iuvc rnlll e ntal
{ 'e nle r
Studi es. sai d II Imljor fa ctor for
Ill illoi s low grade is there arc no
limit s to con trihuti o ns 111 a ll.
" Most slales ha ve contrihution
lilll iis. hilt Illinois tlt/eli!l'I, it's smt
o f"th c Wi ld West when it comes 1o
<.: ampHi gll clllllrihl itiflllll ." Stern
sHi d rc/crnl lK 10 fill o lder kind of
po liti cs w here a lllltl!-lt 1I11ylhillg
WIC K. " I', vell d' you had tougher
laws, IllIilll"'~ politi cal II tmospliercl woul d Kltli prevll il beclIlIHc
H 101 /!Iorc iK at.:ce plct! th ere .

Construction on Dan
Ryan set to start again
in March

Kimi Badger/ The Chronicle
[Illinois] plays harder, ball politics
than other states."
Rachel Weiss, communications
director for the Montana-based
National Institute for Money in
State Po litics, a nonprofit research
group that documents and makes
availab le infonnation on campaign
contributions in state politics. said
although a contribution limit
would be he lp ru l. it is not the end
all in finan cial disclosure law.
" Illinoi s is a lways one o f the
s tat es that rank hi g hl y in mone y
throu g hout vario us e le ct ion
I.:yd cs." Wei ss said . "/\ st ate
lik e C" iiforn iu docs ha ve limit s
and iI 'S s till th e pere llni u l
ItlOII CY ma g ne t. so it does n ' t
gua ru ntee an ythin g, but it cc rtllinl y contrihutes."
Weis~ added tlillt ill 2(104 Illinois
wus second hehind ('ali li.)rniu in
mUlley .'ipelll on stale legislnti ve
nll,;es . She also said Illinoi s' po liticill IItll10sphere is tou gh to chullge
hccmme of ils .. Ioried polilicni
his tory.

Suo Money, PAgO
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After one grueling year of con·
struction, complaints and traffic
rerouting. the Illinois Department
of Transportation is getting ready
to kickstart phase two of its $600
million Dan Ryan Expre.!sway
reconstruction project.
Phase two, in which construction crews tear up and rebuild the
expressway from 13th Street at
tile I-57 Interchange to 95th Street,
begins March 1. Last year, drivers
took the local lanes on that stretch
while construction was done on
express lanes. This year, the constnlction is being completed in the
local lanes and drivers will take
the express lanes.
" We ' re doing a complete
facelift on traffic ," said Jacek
Tyszk.iewicz, the project imple-

100. /

mentation engineer for
!DOT spokesman MiI<e' Claffey
said people were encouraged to
take public trtlnsportation or carpool with othen; during the reconstruction, which is supposed to be
finished by Oct. 31.
Claffey said trucks, which make
up \0 10 15 percent of the total
traffic on the road, should stay on
the expressway during construction, but can; should try alternate
routes or public transportation. He
said last year the CfA succeeded
in taking on some of the commuters who decided not to drive
on the expressway.
"We found last year we went
from about 300,000 cars a .day
to about 200,000," Claffy said.
" People did take our advice and
used public transportation.
[The CTA1 has said they are
able to handle extra riders again
this year."
According to CTA ridership

See Dan Ryan, Page 42

Near 35th s lreet, motorlstll drive by an electronic s ian wamlng the",
to oXpIlcl rodllcod la ne. on the OIln Ryan Expressway,

